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Shrewsbury Sword

During the height of plate armor, this narrow, sharply-pointed sword was one of
the most successful in finding chinks in armor or to even “punch through” if necessary. This long slender blade is double-edged and finely tapered. Possessing
enough breadth to cut, the Shrewsbury is equally strong to thrust. Made by the
master craftsmen at Windlass Steelcrafts®, the sword has been forged and replicated in a tough 1065 high carbon steel, which has strong edge-holding capabilities. The steel pommel is fig shaped and has been beautifully faceted. This sword
has been named after the famous battlefield where Prince Hal (later Henry V of
England) defeated Percy Hotspur and is noted by the pierced crosses
in the steel guard. This sword ships complete with a real leather
scabbard, with both scallops and a pierced cross on its fittings, as
well as a belt stop. #501686…$194.95 q✍
Overall-421⁄8" • Blade-333⁄8" long, • Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz.

Transitional
Pauldron Set
The 14th century saw the beginning of
the development of plate armor to
replace mail. This simple set of left and
right pauldrons are a fine example of early
armor. Made of 18-gauge steel and soft
leather, these shoulder pieces are highly
flexible and are a perfect addition to any
growing harness of armor. Overall length:
111⁄2". Width: 71⁄2". #300553…$69.95

Medieval
Low Boot
Back by popular demand
comes this versatile
boot! Made of 100%
suede leather, these soft,
slip-on boots feature
rough period stitching, a
reinforced heel and
braided trim. Soft rubber sole and
heel. Available in Black or Brown.
Order men’s whole sizes only 8, 9,
10, 11, 12 or 13. #100860…$64.95

Crest of England
Flask
Show your allegiance to the king
every time you raise your flask in a
royal toast! This stainless-steel
flask has been lavishly decorated
with the coat of arms of early
England on a faux leather, wraparound sleeve. Holds 7 oz. of your
favorite beverage. Measures 53⁄4"
x 33⁄4". #805158…$19.95

15th Century
Arming Doublet

During the 15th century, plate armor was developing at a quickened rate. In order to attach these
plates, a knight needed a doublet that would allow for the versatility of his armor. This doublet is one
of the best we have ever offered. Made of 100% cotton canvas, it is filled with organic cotton felt,
which allows body heat to escape better than poly-fill. Multiple eyelets allow the you to move your
pieces to the best position possible. Multiple lacings tipped with sew-on aiglets are included. Black
Only. Order M, L, LX, XXL. #101814…$139.95
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Augsbury Suit of Armor

Though this suit is not made to be worn, it still maintains all the
esthetic beauty of a full harness of armor. Handmade of 18 gauge mild
steel, this imposing suit is one of the most affordable we have ever
offered. The artisans of Windlass Steelcrafts® have worked on the suit
and have upgraded the look, making these better than most of the
more affordable armors on the market. Comes complete with a heavy,
museum quality wooden pedestal base, decorative waist skirt and
complete wooden interior form. Weighs 80 lbs. with stand and will
be shipped motor carrier ground. #300508…$1,195.95

FREE standard US shipping - A $300 Value
Overall Height-81" • Armor Height-72"
Base-211⁄2" x 211⁄2" x 9"

Visit our website: MuseumReplicas.com
for additional styles of full suits of armor.

(A)

(B)

Gothic Gargoyle Bookends
These imposing gothic bookends are made of resin, and
have then been hand-finished, giving them the look and
feel of ancient carved stone. Order one or both! Each
measure 43⁄8" x 33⁄8" x 61⁄4". $19.95 Each
(A) Lion Gargoyle-#805079
(B) Panther Gargoyle-#805078

Horn Shot Glass Set
Serve your friends their favorite spirits from these unique
medieval shot glasses. Made of actual horn, these beautiful
pieces have been hand-made into safe, functional barware.
Each measure approximately 2" high and holds between 1.25
and 1.5 US fluid oz. Note: Since these are actual horn product, colors and patterns may vary from the glasses shown.
#805121…$19.95

Staghorn
Hunting Dagger
This ultra-sleek dagger would be perfect sidearm for the medieval hunter to perform his final kill. However, this piece is also beautiful enough to be used at the royal banquet table,
too. The blade has a real, intricately patterned Damascus double edged blade, which has been expertly sharpened. Both the cross guard and pommel are of solid brass. However, the most stunning
feature of this piece is the dagger’s handle, which is a piece of real staghorn. Comes complete with a
real black leather scabbard, which can accept up to a 2” wide belt. Note: Staghorn is a natural product and the look and color can be different with each handle. #404446…$49.95
Overall-13" • Blade-73⁄4" long, 17⁄8" wide • Wt. 8½ oz.
© 2019 Museum Replicas Limited™
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Royal Tudor Coat

This coat is best known by being worn by King Henry VIII during his reign.
However, many other royals also donned this type of royal garment,
which was always worn open. Made of a shimmering faux red velvet, this
sleeveless coat has a generous, faux fur collar and fur edging down the front.
A rich dark gold satin lining finishes the inside. One size.
#101791…$149.95

Tudor Cap

A perfect addition to just about
any Renaissance royal ensemble. Made of a rich cotton velvet and surrounded by a gold
Jacquard poly-filled crown
with gold metal buttons.
Order either Black & Gold
or Red & Gold. Available in
two sizes: S/M or L/XL
#101792…$34.95

Removable
Sleeves

Aramis Doublet

The body is made of a rich, black and silver cotton
velvet brocade, while the collar, sleeves and waistline are
made of royal black cotton velvet. The entire ensemble
is decorated with velvet-covered buttons and the edges
are adorned in a silver lace with removable sleeves, turning this garment into a wondrous courtly fencing vest! S,
M, L or XL. #101498…$138.95

Swordsman
Roll-Down
Boots

Florentine Cinquedea

This particular version, manufactured by Cold Steel is
made from expertly heat-treated 1055 Carbon steel with
a highly engraved guard and pommel, and a hand-carved
rosewood grip. Expertly sharpened. The Cinquedea is sold
complete with a leather scabbard with engraved steel
throat and chape. #404202…$148.95
2C

These boots wear up as a
thigh-high boot or fold
them down as a high-knee
boot. Made of genuine, soft
pig leather and measures 283⁄8" tall with a 11⁄2"
heel and rounded toe. Men’s sizes 9 through
13. Black only. #101668…$128.95

Carnival Gown

This elegant Tudor gown has all the splendor of just about any
gown you could have found at the royal court of King Henry
VIII. Made of a lush, lavender taffeta, this full-length dress features a full skirt and an attached top with golden stripes, shoulder caps with diamond-shaped period cuts and a scalloped waistline. A golden trim accentuates the dagged cuffs, waistline and
the square neckline. A lace-up back with a generous modesty
panel is in the back, along with an attached matching sash,
which once tied in the back, will insure a true hourglass fit. This
dress can also be worn with our small period bumroll #100974.
Dry clean only. Lavender only. Available in sizes S, M, L and XL.
#101698…$178.95

Gold Opal
Crown
You will no doubt create
quite the buzz when you
show up at the royal
court wearing this gorgeous crown. This amazing piece is all metal and
has a rich antique gold finish. It has been lavishly adorned with
hundreds of cut faux opals and clear diamonds, giving it a
sparkling and lustrous look in almost any light. Measures 61⁄8" in
diameter and comes complete with matching bobby pins for easy
attachment to your hair. #201641…$49.95

Teardrop Pearl Cross Necklace
This beautiful little cross pendant is the perfect finishing touch to
your Renaissance ensemble or even for everyday wear. This petite
cross is comprised of four teardrop faux pearls and one full teardrop
at the bottom. They are complimented with five sparkling faceted
faux diamonds. Includes a matching 24” adjustable chain with clasp.
Available in both silver and gold finish. Cross measures 13⁄8" x 2".
#201639…$15.95

Noble’s Belt
One of the main accessories of knights and nobles was
the belt. This rich addition to your ensemble is made
of tough, high-grade black leather. This belt has been
appointed with twelve stunning silver Celtic knotwork
Conchos, a matching silver tongue and an elaborately pierced buckle.
Fits actual waist sizes 36” to 45" but naturally additional holes can be punched for
smaller or larger sizes! Measures 67" in overall length. #201644…$64.95

The entire staff of Museum Replicas and Atlanta Cutlery wishes you the happiest of
upcoming holidays and look forward to serving you for all of your future needs.
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THE ACCOLADE
SWORD OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
The best metal-smiths from Windlass Steelcrafts® have spent hours on each
blade, hand forging the high carbon steel for optimal balance, quickness and
durability. The pommel features a highly detailed Templar coin on each side
with Latin inscription and the symbols that have grown synonomous with the
Templar Order. Grip is hand-wrapped with a rich genuine red leather with a
wire over-wrap. The sword includes a custom, matching wooden scabbard
covered in top grain, heavy-duty leather and a period belt with solid metal
fittings. #502356…$394.95 q
Overall 40" • Blade 321⁄2" long, 21⁄2" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt.-3 lbs. 10 oz.

THE ACCOLADE DAGGER
This striking medieval dagger is the matching
companion piece to our Accolade sword. The
high carbon steel blade has the seal of the
Knights Templar on the ricasso, while the pommel has an inlayed cross. All hardware on the
crossguard and pommel has been plated in sterling silver, while the grip has been bound in soft
leather with a wire wrapping. The leather sheath
has been adorned with two silverplated crosses, has a leather thong
for securing your dagger handle and
has a loop large enough to fit onto your Accolade
scabbard belt or any belt up to 23⁄4" wide.
#404335…$149.95 q
Overall 169⁄16" • Wt.-1 lb. 6 oz.
Blade 105⁄8" long, 21⁄2" wide, 11⁄4" thick

Seal of the Knights
Templar Pendant
Made to resemble the
wax seal of the Order of
the Knights Templar.
The center is a cross,
surrounded by the Latin
inscription, “Sigillum
Militum Xristi” meaning Seal of the Army of
Christ. The metal pendant has an antique finish. It is attached to
thick, multi-linked 30"
chain. Comes in a velvet presentation box.
Can be engraved on the back up to three
initials. #201524…$28.95 ✍

Period Tights
Made from a soft stretchable polycotton, these tights have an elastic
waistband and boot stirrups allowing for a comfortable, all-day fit.
Colors available in brown, black, white, gray, green, blue or burgundy.
S, M, L or XL. These tights have a tendency to run large but may
shrink after a few washings. #100934...$44.95
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Knights Templar
(A) Crusader Helm-Worn over a mail coif and padding this
helm has menacing, narrow eyeslits for maximum protection.
Made by Windlass Steelcrafts® from 18 gauge steel.
#300418...$184.95
(B) Templar Tunic-This heavy cotton sleeveless tunic has
been dyed a bright white. The Order’s Maltese styled red
cross has been appliqued over the heart, while a full cotton
lining has been sewn on the interior. Dry clean only. Choose
S/M or L/XL. #100936...$84.95
(C) Templar Cape-The stark white color is offset with a large
red cross on the left side, while the interior boasts a matching red lining. Heavy cotton with corded tie. One size. Dry
clean only. #100938...$178.95

Tunic
Detail

(A)
(B)
(C)

Medieval Double Wrap Belt
When the extra length
of belt wraps around a
body the second time,
both hips then support
the weight of the sword.
Includes a frog hanger
that will fit all scabbards. Made of top
Available
grade leather. Brown
in Brown
w/brass or black w/nickor Black
el silver studs and
buckle. 13⁄4" wide. S, M, L or XL. #200454…$47.95

Open

Knights Templar Seal Trinket Box
Legends of the order of the Knights Templar have abound throughout history. This beautiful little trinket box
is a true testimony to these courageous warriors. Made of resin, the box features the relief of the Templar Seal
on its lid, while the box has Templar shields adorning the sides, along with medieval scrollwork. Inside the
box is carved the seal of Solomon’s Temple. The piece has been hand-finished giving it the look of chiseled
stone. Measures 4" in diameter by 21⁄4" high. #805188...$33.95

Battle of Hattin
Wall Plaque
Led by the Muslim leader, Saladin, this
battle saw a decisive victory for his
armies against the armies of the Crusades
and lead to the formation of the Third
Crusades. This magnificent plaque has
been sculpted to bring to life this monumental battle. Made of resin, then hand
painted, this piece looks like fine porcelain and depicts the two armies in full
charge at one another. The piece is then mounted onto a hardwood plaque, which enables you to hang it in
any area of your home. Measures 161⁄2" x 9" x 11⁄4". #805153...$118.95
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Templar Tunic & Hooded Cape
(A) Made from a medium weight white poly-cotton blend. A large red
velvet Templar cross has been stitched to the chest. Faux leather trim at
the collar and shoulders. Splits both in the front and back, as well as
both sides make it a perfect fighting tunic. Choose S/M or L/XL.
See pg. 21 for our full line of
chain mail. #101594…$98.95

(A)

(B) A matching cape to our
Templar tunic. White poly-cotton construction with a red velvet cross-stitched to the left
forearm area. A decorative
leather snap closure in the front
and a hood completes the cape.
One size. #101595…$129.95

Templar Flag
A striking 3’ x 5’ polyester
indoor/outdoor with grommets,
this flag is emblazoned with
the red cross of the crusades
and four crosses of the
Templars. #801444…$11.95

(B)

Medieval
High Boot
These well-made boots are cut from the best glovetanned leathers and have an all-suede finish. Inside
is a 1⁄8" thick, cushioned insole. What’s even better is that they have a hard sole, so you can wear
them all day long at fairs and festivals. Men’s
sizes 7-13. Choose brown or black.
With Fringe-#100256…$74.95
Without Fringe-#100282…$69.95

Archer’s Axe
This is a basic European pattern that was carried
and used by infantry as well as mounted warriors as
its design is just so practical for all kinds of uses in
the field, as well as war. Tempered steel head on a
good hardwood shaft. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®.
#600798…$69.95
Overall-20" • Blade-43⁄4" x 37⁄8" • Wt.-1 lb. 8 oz.

The Helmet of Castile
Made of 18-gauge steel, this lavish helm is adorned in
decorative brass and comes with a soft cloth padded
adjustable liner with leather tie straps. Upper circumference 31 1 ⁄2 ". Wt. 6 lbs. #300509…Reg. $189.95
…Catalog Special $164.95
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S WORD

F AITHKEEPER –
OF THE K NIGHTS T EMPLAR

The main driving force behind the Order of the Knights Templar was faith. Faith
in God, faith in their mission and faith in each other. This sword is a testament to
these valiant knights. The finest metal-smiths at Windlass Steelcrafts® have spent
hours on each blade, hand-forging the high-carbon steel for optimal balance,
quickness and durability. Holding this piece in your hand, will leave no doubt that
this magnificent sword could have defended the Holy Land. The genuine handwrapped leather grip and the hand -finished solid steel parts show just how
tough and beautiful this sword truly is. The pommel features an inset
coin, a tribute to Bohemond II, Crusader Prince of Antioch, while
the crossguard is inscribed on both sides with the Latin phrase
Christus Vincit ~ Christus Regnat “Christ Conquers ~ Christ Reigns.” The highcarbon steel blade has a deep fuller on both sides and has a pieced cross of the
Knights Templar at its ricasso. The sword includes a custom, matching
top-grain leather scabbard and period belt, which has been decorated
with both the seal and cross of the Templar order. A must-have for any
aficionado of Knights Templar history. #501691…$374.95 q ✍

Back

Overall-41" • Blade-33" long, 2" long, 3⁄16" thick • Wt-3 lbs. 7 oz.

K NIGHTS T EMPLAR S UGARLOAF H ELM
The sugarloaf style of helm was the forerunner of what
would become the great helm and eventually gave way
to the lighter weight bascinet style. Our version is
one that would have been found at the later part of
the 13th century and the very beginning of the
14th century. It’s conical top deflects the glancing
blows of a sword, while the antique decorative
brass cross on the face sports the cross of the
Knights Templar. Made of 18 gauge steel, the helm
has a soft, padded adjustable liner inside, which
allows for a perfect fit. #300552…$189.95

A XE

OF
THE C RUSADES

The axe was a formidable sidearm of the medieval knight,
especially during the crusades. This stout weapon features
a large 93⁄4" blade, which comes expertly sharpened and is
pierced with a large cross. The blade has been riveted to the
hardwood shaft and has langets for extra support. The grip has
been smoothed and wrapped with a smooth black leather. All
metal parts have been blackened, including the hanging rings at
the bottom. Complete with a leather axe head cover.
#601065…$149.95
Overall-30" • Blade-93⁄4" • Wt-3 lbs. 2 oz.

S HORTY C RUSADES

All stand about 41⁄4" tall and are made of resin and then hand
painted to look like armored crusaders. $14.95 each

Templar
…#805083

Hospitaller
…#805081

Crusader
…#805082

Lionheart
…#805080
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Lionheart
The Sword of King Richard
The hand forged, 1065 high carbon steel blade is etched with his Latin motto,
Diet et mon droit, meaning, “God and My Right.” The lavish pommel, crossguard and grip decorations have been plated in 24 Karat gold, and faux rubies set
in the eyes of the lion on the pommel. A soft black leather wrapping finishes this
sturdy grip. This stunning sword includes a matching, period-accurate wooden
scabbard, again covered in soft, black leather and adorned with goldplatted fittings of lions and crosses; befitting the Lion of the Crusades.
Dual sets of buckled long-belts are attached. #501527…$389.95 q
Overall 39" • Blade 321⁄2" long, 21⁄4" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt.-2 lbs. 6 oz.

Circa
1190

Horseman’s Axe
The curve of the hardwood shaft added to
the power of the blow. An excellent fighting
axe. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®.
#600532…$49.95
Overall 191⁄2" • Blade 63⁄4" x 31⁄2" • Wt.-2 lbs.

Limited
Quanity

Crusader
Shield
Painted-Covered in a white
canvas with a red (color may
vary) painted cross emblazoned
on the front. This solid shield
measures a full 32" x 20" and is
made of curved wood, with leather
arm and shoulder straps. #801508
($15 addl. s/h)

Painted-As shown. $164.95
Unpainted-Plain white canvas. $144.95
Cannot be shipped by Air

(A)

(B)

Leather Journals

Lionheart Flag
The royal standard of King Richard I of
England. Indoor/outdoor polyester. 3’ x 5’
with metal grommets. Flag is double sided.
#801430…$11.95
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These dark brown leather journals are
richly embossed with either the cross of
the Crusades or the Fleur de Lis of
France. The crusader journal has a
latching lock, while the fleur de lis has
a tying leather cord. Expertly bound
with 100 pages of handmade paper.
Measures 71⁄4" x 51⁄4". $29.95 each
Fleur de Lis-#805063
Crusader-#804343

(A)

(B)

Baron’s
Tunic & Gambeson
Heavy weave 100% cotton, quartered in
off-white and blood red, with two
lions rampant on the chest. Dry clean
only. S/M or L/XL. Mail and belt not
included.
(A) Tunic…#101515…$78.95
(B) Gambeson…#101516…$88.95

Templar
Knight
Metal
Craft Kit
Metal Earth kits are made
from quality steel sheets. Each
model features amazing detail
with parts cut from one or more 4" square sheets of
steel. Easy-to-follow instructions are included. No
glue or solder is required! Simply snip out the piece
and bend the tabs through corresponding connection points, making an exquisite miniature Templar
knight in full armor. Completed kit measures 4.8" x
2" x 1". #805089…$20.95

Francesca
Axe
An axe like this was also
carried by Germanic armies into battle
and was in hand-to-hand combat, as well
as a lethal throwing weapon. Our version,
manufactured by Windlass Steelcrafts®
has a rustic forge finish on the blade and a
curved wooden shaft, making this feel
great in your hand. #601027…$44.95

Templar
Skull

Overall-18" • Blade-31/2" x 63/4"
Blade Width-2" • Wt.-1 lb. 6 oz.

Replacement Shaft-#804678…$6.95

As if this templar was
found guarding the
Chalice of the Last
Supper, this fantastic
piece will be a great
addition to your collection. Made of
resin, this large piece
is hand finished giving it the look of an
ancient skull within
mail and nasal helm.
Measures 11" high.
#805199…$22.95

PALADIN SHIRT
Makes an excellent lightweight alternative for a padded
gambeson in warmer weather or theatrical productions. The
shirt is made of 100% black cotton weave fabric, sports a
high period Nehru style collar and side slits for a comfortable
wear. A Velcro front allows for easy on-and-off. Available in
sizes S/M or L/XL. #101722…$64.95
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Classic Medieval Sword

The long and wide fuller on this blade lightens the sword overall and makes it possible to
deliver fast and shearing cuts. The long guard offers good protection from an opponent’s
shield or blade while the classic wheel pommel brings the sword very nicely into balance.
Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. Includes scabbard. #500020…$224.95 q ✍
Overall-391⁄2" • Blade-33" long, 2" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt.-3 lbs.

Early Norman Mace
The solid cast steel head has multiple blunt spikes and rope
decoration, while the darkened, wooden shaft has indents for
a sure grip. A steel butt cap with lanyard ring allows for
easy transport on foot or horse, and enables you to tie the
weapon to your wrist in battle. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #601010…$89.95
Overall-211⁄2" • Head-21⁄2" • Shaft-18" • Wt. 1 lb.

PLANTAGENET CROWN

Whether you are Richard the Lionheart or
your own make-believe king, what medieval
monarch would not be proud to wear this
imposing crown? This stunning piece is handmade of brass and has been plated in highly
polished 24-karat gold. The inside ring has a
velvet-covered foam, allowing this crown to fit
a variety of head sizes up to a size 73⁄4 hat size.
#201617…$59.95

Velvet Pants

Looser fitting, yet still dashing, these comfortable pants are made of a beautiful stretch
cotton velvet and are perfect for a large variety of period clothing. Choose S/M or L/XL.
Green, Black or Soft Gray.
#100836…$54.95

Black

Soft
Gray

Norman Tunic

Manufactured of sturdy homespun blue and
grey cotton twill, this tunic gives the look of layered garments. The lace-up neckline has a hidden snap, allowing for a tight-looking collar
line. Matching period trim and a double-wrap
belt is included. S/M, L/XL or 2XL.
#101660...$78.95

Templar Horn Shot Glasses
Celebrate the tales of the Knights Templars with your favorite spirits with these unique medieval shot glasses. Made of actual horn,
these beautiful pieces have been hand-made into safe, functional
barware and have the Templar cross carved onto the front. Each
measure approximately 2” high and holds between 1.25 and 1.5
US fluid oz. Note: Since these are actual horn product, colors and
patterns may vary from the glasses shown. #805120…$24.95
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Shown with
embroidery.
Embroidered
items cannot
be returned.

Rampant Griffin

Falcon

Rampant Lion

Solid & Embroidered Tunics

All of these tunics are made of strong, durable cotton twill
fabric. These tunics have a slit in the front, back and sides. You can
order any of these as is, or have our custom embroidery department
apply any of our readied designs (Rampant Lion, Falcon or Rampant
Griffin) to the front. Tunics available in Black, Natural, Red or Blue.
Sizes S/M or L/XL.
Plain-#101690…$83.95 • Embroidered-#101704…$154.95

Fisted
War Hammer
Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®, this version
has an all steel head, sporting both a flat-headed hammer and a deadly 5" spike. The sturdy
shaft is made of a rustic-looking hardwood and
has been stained in a dark brown. The foot has
a steel cup and rings for hanging this from a saddle or attaching a wrist strap. All metal has a
battle-worn antique finish with rustic battle scars.
#601028…$148.95

CIRCA
15th
Century

Overall-30 1/2" • Head-9"
Shaft-22 1/2" x 1 1/4" thick • Wt.-3 lbs. 8 oz.

Mordred Gambeson

This noble two-piece poly-cotton garment consists of an undershirt
with padded studded sleeves and a matching sleeveless studded
gambeson. Both pieces are pewter grey. Real black leather suede is
used at the collar, shoulders and cuffs for durability. Lace-up front
and sides allow for flexibility in sizing. S/M or L/XL.
#101691…$174.95
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War Hammer with Spike
By the mid 1400s armor had developed to the point that it was almost impervious to
a sword blow. That’s when the knight or man-at-arms would reach for a good solid
war hammer. With sound blows, armor could be damaged and crushed, sorely
affecting movement and the ability to defend one's self. This hammer has a large
end spike, as well as small spikes on the sides. The back spike is thick and able
to punch through armor. The head is attached with steel langets to the hardwood shaft, which is also studded for a secure grip. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #600756…$139.95
Overall-261⁄2" • Head-11⁄4" x 5" • Wt-2 lbs. 4 oz.

Wrought Iron Tongs

Iron Kettle
Made of steel with a simple black finish applied to mimic a rough forged
look. Holds approximately 2 gallons.
73⁄8" opening, 7" tall pot, 171⁄2" tall
overall. #805095…$89.95

Serving two purposes in the campsite for removing hot pots or kettles from the cooking fire and
for safer handling of firewood. These tongs are
perfect for your outdoor medieval reenactment,
or they can even serve you today at your next
cookout. Great for a variety of time periods!
Measures 20" overall. #805096…$39.95

IMPORTANT: This item is intended for
display and reenactment use. It is not an
approved container for the preparation of food,
and its use is the responsibility of the user.

Knights
Templar
Statues

These striking statues are a testament to this heroic order of medieval knights. One shows a Templar in a
full offensive sword swing, while the other has a kneeling knight in a defensive position with his battle axe.
Both are made of resin and have been metallized with an antique bronze finish with hints of color.
Templar Knight with Sword-Measures 12" tall. #805072…$85.95
Templar Knight with Axe-Measures 7" tall. #805073…$62.95

Isolde Crown
This magnificent heavy crown is absolutely gorgeous. All
metal construction with a copper finish, this piece features
over one hundred faux rhinestones and pearls, making it
fit for the most royal queen of the realm. Includes eyelets
allowing you to bobby pin for a secure fit. Measures
61⁄8" round x 21⁄4" tall. #201614…$64.95
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Windsor Gown
This stunning one-piece dress is tailored from a rich emerald green taffeta and
has a full gathered skirt, tight period sleeves with matching wrist buttons and
ballooned shoulders. Antique gold trim accents the dress at the collar, waist
and sleeves, while the back laces up with a full modesty panel. S, M, L or XL.
#101642…$88.95

St.
Michael
the
Archangel
Statue
Leading God’s army, Saint
Michael was the mightiest of
the archangels. He has become
the patron saint of warriors
throughout the world. This glorious statue stands at nearly 11"
tall. The exquisite detail is
accentuated in this resin statue by the metallized antique
bronze finish, giving this piece
the look and feel of real metal.
#805070…$65.95

Anastasia Crown
As if taken from the crown jewels
treasury, we offer this magnificent
crown certain to make you royalty at
your next event. This lavish piece is
made of golden metal and adorned
with hundreds of faux jewels.
Includes eyelets allowing you to
bobby pin for a secure fit. Available in
either Red Jewels, Silver Jewels or
Blie Jewels. Measures 5" round x
2" tall. #201612…$79.95

Horn Serving Bowl
What a stunning little bowl to accent your next dinner affair. Made of
hand-formed, real horn, this bowl measures approximately 5½” wide by
3½” high. Note: Real horn is a natural product and no two finishes will
look alike. #804920…Reg. $19.95…Catalog Special $14.95

Green Man
Trinket Box
The mysterious Celtic legend of the
Green Man comes alive in this spectacular trinket box. Made of resin,
the piece has been metalized, giving it the look and feel of antique bronze. The lavish knotwork detail is
stunning, while the Green Man imagery on both the lid and the sides has been given a soft, antique green
wash, making this ominous figure truly come alive. Measures 4” x 2¼”. #805066…$33.95
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(A)

(E)

(B)

Outfit Combinations

(C)
Now
in
Dark
Grey

(D)

Robin of Locksley
(A) Gambeson-This heavy two-piece poly/cotton garment consists
of a undershirt with padded and studded sleeves and a quilted
sleeveless gambeson. Both pieces are chocolate brown. The gambeson portion can also be worn with either the Outlaw Shirt shown
on this page or a garment of your choice. S/M, L/XL or
XXL. #100476...$158.95
(B) Huntington Belt-See pg 15. #101686
...$47.95
(C) Locksley Pants-Made of a durable heavy
cotton, the pants have an elastic waistline, allowing for an easy fit.
S/M, L/XL or XXL. Brown or dark grey. #100474...$58.95
(D) Medieval Boots-See pg. 6. #100282...$69.95
(E) Outlaw Shirt-tough heavy cotton weave fabric offers long
lasting durability. The shirt has a leather lace-up front and buttons
on the wrist. S/M, L/XL or XXL. Deep hunter green only.
#100472...$58.95

Lord of Huntingdon
Ensemble
Green Over Tunic with
Hood-can be worn alone
or with any under garment. Both tunic and
hood are edged with a
brown medieval trim.
100% cotton. S/M or
L/XL. #100986…$78.95
Vambraces can be
found on pg. 16.
Brown Under Tunicsuitable for feast or everyday wear. Combined with
the green over tunic, the
two make for an adventurous combination. Eyelets
with leather lace embellish the collar. 100% cotton. S/M or L/XL.
#100988…$48.95

See our website for a selection
of period bows.
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The Sword of Locksley
This glorious sword is rich with adornment from the Locksley coat of arms to
scenes of Sherwood Forest. The high carbon blade has three crosses of Locksley
acid-etched into its deep fuller on both sides. The entire hilt has been antiqued
and the ringed metal and black leather grip is stout enough for even two hands.
Encrusted within the cross of the pommel is a rich green stone. The lavish scabbard comes complete with a heavy period belt and emulates the antique finish of
the rich sword with equally ornate forest fittings. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®.
#501560…$374.95 q
Overall 411⁄4" • Head 33" long, 13⁄4" wide • Wt.-3 lbs.

Medieval
Huntsman axe
This intimidating and deadly axe
has a thick wooden shaft to keep the
axe from slipping out of your grip,
while the imposing steel axe head is
secured to the sturdy hardwood shaft.
Made of high carbon steel by the craftsmen
of Windlass Steelcrafts®. #600968…$74.95 q
Overall 231⁄2" • Head 81⁄2" long, 9" wide • Wt.-3 lbs. 13 oz.

Huntington Belt
Made of top quality leather, this black belt has a simple
design, allowing it to be used for a variety of outfits.
Measures a full 661⁄2" in length and has nickel-colored
fittings. #101686…$47.95

Locksley Cross
This solid metal cross has been
antiqued with three small crystals
in the tips of the cross and a large
green gemstone at its center. Golden
painted accents abound and a 26"
triple ringed adjustable antiqued chain
with clasp are included. Measures 4" x
3". #201525…$38.95

Abbey Chalice
Made of resin and hand-painted in a silver and gold finish.
The chalice sports faux rubies and garnets around its exterior.
A washable, removable aluminum cup makes it easy for
cleaning. Measures 71⁄2" tall and holds 7 oz.
#804724…$39.95
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Bandit
Hooded Shirt
Whether worn on its own, or in
combination with many of our other garments, it will become your most versatile
piece! Made of soft, 100% cotton, this
shirt sports a two-piece sewn sleeve, a
lace-up leather collar and a generous
hood for both protection from the elements or anonymity. XS, S/M, L/XL or
XXL. Brown only. #101721…$64.95

Shown with our
Robin of Locksley Gambeson
and our Locksley Pants
on pg. 14

(A)

(B)

(C)

Sherwood Boot
Medieval
Forged
Arrowheads

Each of these period accurate arrowheads are hand forged of darkened steel and can easily be made to fit onto a standard 5⁄16" arrow
shaft. Choose from 3 types.
(A) Type 16-though primarily thought of for hunting, this type of
barbed warhead would have easily found its way onto the battlefield
of Poitiers, in 1356. Measures 23⁄4" x 1". Set of 5. #601037…$28.95
(B) Type 15-a long, barbed broad arrowhead that was the perfect
choice for hunting larger game. The swallowtail design allowed it to
fly well, yet cut a deep wound into its intended target. Measures 2 3⁄4"
x 2". Set of 3. #601038…$24.95
(C) Type 1-a small arrowhead, which was also known as the Anglos
Saxon arrowhead, the forerunner of the modern head we use today.
Measures 21⁄2" x 1⁄2". Set of 3. #601036…$19.95

These pull-on slouch boots have a
full rubber sole and heel and can be
used for a wide variety of period looks
from Medieval through the
Renaissance. Measures approx. 16"
high. Microfiber. Brown or Black.
Men’s sizes S(8-9), M(10-11) or L(1213). #101734…$68.95

Circa
1350

German War Hammer
The steel head is secured to the hardwood
shaft with steel langets. Brass tacks provide a
more secure grip. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #600366…$79.95
Overall 211⁄2" * Head 1" x 5" * Wt.-2 lbs.

Archer’s Vambraces
Heavy grade leather and though thick, are easy and
comfortable to wear all day long. Good for a large variety
of outfits. Vambraces are great for use with your bow.
#200856...$39.95
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Massive
Mystic Journal

This huge oversized journal is handmade of rich,
embossed brown leather. The front is also adorned
with seven chakra stones and three antique brass
metal latches. This impressive journal measures
13½" x 18" and comes with 180 pages of 100%
handmade linen parchment paper sewn within.
#804688…$129.95

Monk’s Robe

Heavy cotton weave and generously cut for the most
devoted. Includes long tail hood and waist cord.
One size fits most. Dry clean only. Choose burgundy, brown or black. #100298…$138.95

Medieval Iron
Shackles
What better way for the Sheriff of Nottingham to
transport his prisoners than with this early version
of shackles. Constructed of sturdy high-carbon
steel, which has been given an antiqued aged finish. The simple yet effective construction makes it
nearly impossible for escape, once you place a padlock in place. (not included) Make sure to check
our selection of antique styled locks perfect for this
piece! Overall length 17", cuff opening 3".
#805174…$49.95

Heavy
Braided
Monastic
Belt

This period woven belt is a
perfect addition to any of our monk’s
robes or just about any other historical
ensemble. Measuring approx. 128" this belt can be
double-wrapped in most cases. Made of braided virgin jute fiber. #201633…$24.95

CELTIC CROSS PEWTER PENDANT

This highly recognizable style of cross came into existence during the early
Middle Ages in Ireland and Britain and remains relevant throughout the world
even through today. Our cross has been made of pewter, then antiqued to bring
out all of the Celtic knotwork, which is intricately inlayed on its face. Perfect for a
multitude of period garments, as well as everyday use. Measures 21⁄4". x 13⁄4". Includes
a 30" black leather thong with screw clasp and a small velveteen drawstring carry
pouch. #201611…$29.95
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Museum Replicas is proud to bring you a selection of historical swords, daggers and axes from Windlass
Steelcrafts® called Battlecry. This line is designed specifically to be used and are made from the finest
materials like 1065 high carbon steel with a darkened, battle-hardened finish, extra wide tangs, tempering
to low 50's RC and come pre-sharpened. And, the hands-on nature of the manufacturing by master smiths
makes them unique. This is a line that screams, “Test me!” Each sword includes a matching scabbard
with belt stop and frog, custom packaging and certificate of authenticity, signed by each smith that touched
your blade through every step of the forging process. Every piece has gone through rigorous testing.

Maldon Viking Sword#501507…S274.95
Overall-361⁄2"
Blade-305⁄8"
Width-17⁄8"
Wt-2 lbs. 6 oz.

Acre Broadsword#501509…$274.95
Overall-391⁄4"
Blade-323⁄4"
Width-2"
Wt-3 lbs. 6 oz.

Culloden
Basket-Hilt
#501563…$324.95
Overall-391⁄2
Blade-33"
Width-15⁄8"
Wt-2 lbs. 14 oz.

Maldon SeaxHattin Falchion#501508…$234.95
Overall-30 ⁄2"
Blade-24"
Width-15⁄8" to 21⁄4"
Wt-2 lbs. 14 oz.
1
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#404119…
$149.95
Overall-211⁄2"
Blade-155⁄16"
Width-15⁄16"
Wt-1 lb. 14 oz.

Bosworth Long Sword#501505…$284.95
Overall-473⁄8"
Blade-36"
Width-15⁄8"
Wt-2 lbs. 14 oz.

Fiore War Hammer#601004…$174.95
Overall-441⁄4"
Head-9"
Spike-33⁄4"
Width-11⁄4
Wt-4 lbs. 2 oz.
No Scabbard Available

Agincourt War Sword#501506…$264.95
Overall-39"
Blade-305⁄8"
Width-15⁄8"
Wt-2 lbs. 8 oz.

Centurian Gladius#501564…$249.95
Overall-29"
Blade-211⁄4"
Width-27⁄16"
Wt-2 lbs. 8 oz.

Soldier’s Buckler#300501…$79.95
Overall-121⁄2" • Wt-2 lbs. 12 oz.

Orleans Battle Axe#601005…$124.95
Overall-311⁄4" • Blade-75⁄8"
Width-41⁄2"
Wt-3 lbs.
No Scabbard Available

Crecy Dagger#404231…$109.95
Overall-15"
Blade-93⁄4", Blade Width-11⁄4"
Wt-1 lb.
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Pole Axe
With a good sharp point it could be used as a short spear, the back or spike could be used
to pierce armor, and the axe head itself was quite lethal. Superb copy, with a high carbon
blade and langets to protect the shaft. A magnificent example of a polearm. Made by
Windlass Steelcrafts®. #600640…$159.95 ($10 addl. s/h).
Overall 68" • Head Spike-10" wide • Wt.-4 lbs. 12 oz.

(A)

(B)

Italian & German
Maces
Both of these handsome examples of the popular heavy
mace have 8 flanges and are made from steel and powder coated. The bottom of the shafts are wrapped in black
leather for an improved grip. Made by Windlass
Steelcraft s®. Overall-24". Wt.-4 lbs. $109.95 each
(A) Italian-#600624 • (B) German-#600626

(C)

One-Hand Sword
Practice Weapon
(C) Hand crafted in solid hardwood, with contrasting wood
guard and pommel. Can take
the abuse of sparring and
reenacting, even edge-to-edge.
(Keep in mind, however, that
wood can break along the grain.)
381⁄4" overall. 313⁄4" blade, 2" wide.
Wt. 1 lb. #600600…Reg. $38.95
…Catalog Special $29.95

Early
Renaissance
Shirt
The billowy sleeves and open neck
provide dashing comfort and generous
freedom of movement for sword-play,
or of course, less threatening kinds
of play. S, M, L, XL or XXL. White polycotton, hand wash. #100196…$47.95

Knightly Chains
These stunning chains of office will accentuate any Medieval or Renaissance ensemble. Made of metal and
linked with steel rings. Available in antique steel or antique brass finish. Measures 40". #200956...$84.95
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MAIL ARMOR

16 gauge links are combined in the “International” pattern – 4
links through a 5th – common to all European mail. Coifs can be
worn with or without a helmet. Outer link dia. of each link is
about 7⁄16", inner link dia. is about 3⁄8". Mail shirts fit up to a 54"
chest. 33" long shirt and sleeves are approx. 18" and hang to just
below the elbows on average-height warriors and weighs 23 lbs.
Coif weighs 5 lbs. 8 oz. (Except Flattened Steel and Aluminum
Mail). Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®.
Butted Steel-we recommend keeping
this mail oiled when not in use.
(A) Coif-#300188…$49.95
(B) Shirt-#300170…$149.95

RIVETED ALUMINUM

BLACKENED STEEL

Extremely light mail utilizes
aluminum rings, riveted for
durability. Even if you wear it
all day long you’ll hardly
notice the weight. Outer dia.
of rings is about 1⁄2".
Coif-Wt. 2 lbs.
#300150…$99.95
Shirt-Wt. 7 lbs.
#300138…$324.95

This intimidating butted
armor is blackened for
moisture and resistance.
Reminiscent of the Black
Prince, who purposefully let
his mail darken to a blackish
hue.
Coif-#300076…$69.95
Shirt-#300058…$179.95

(A)

(B)

Mail Shirts $6 each addl. s/h
No Express Delivery

MYTHIC MAIL SHIRT

PLATED BRASS
Steel rings plated with brass
for long lasting good looks.
Coif-#300122…$69.95
Shirt-#300102…$179.95

The finest and lightest shirt we
have ever offered. The super small links
are made of .028 gauge. 216 stainless
steel. Outer dia. of the links is only 3⁄16"
and each is machine welded shut for
strength. Shirt weighs only 5.4 lbs and
has a square collar. Length from top of
shoulder is 24". 55" torso cir. Over
35,000 links! #300433…$348.95

GAMBESON
A thick, padded garment
worn under a mail shirt greatly reduced the risk of these
types of injuries. M, L or XL.
Hangs approx. 32" and weighs
11⁄2 lbs. Black only. Cotton
blend. Hand wash.
#100278…$98.95

ARMING CAP
Worn under a helmet and/or a
mail coif, the Arming Cap offered
extra cushioning for the head.
Poly/cotton cap is thickly lined in fiber fill. Machine washable.
Quilted construction with a tie cord. S(21" cir.), M (22"), L(23")
and XL (24"). #201002…$29.95
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The Sword Excalibur
Our version is designed from the stories of Camelot, from the time of author, Sir
Thomas Malory. The blade is high-carbon steel, made by the master smiths of
Windlass Steelcrafts®. The metal fittings have an antique finish and emulate the
flowers of a new spring. The two-handed grip, as well as the wooden scabbard, has
been covered in rich, soft blue leather. The scabbard also is adorned with antique
flower-like metal fittings. #501562… $349.95 q
Overall-43" • Blade-321/2", Width-21/2", Grip-71/4" • Wt-3 lbs. 4 oz.

Leather Long Belt
A truly fantastic belt
made of a heavy grade dark
brown leather. 74" in
length. Nickel studs
adorn the belt. Brass buckle.
One size. #200674...$47.95

Carved Horn
Cup Set
This lovely set of hand-carved horn
cups will impress any guests feasting at
your table. Safe for drinking, this set of
two measure approximately 6” in height
and hold 8 oz. of your favorite beverage.
Note: Real horn is a natural product
and no two finishes will look alike.
#804921…$24.95

Avalon crown
This is a perfect answer to a lightweight crown that you can wear all
day. Made of tin, this crown features beautiful detail around its
entire circumference and has had
its exterior lightly antiqued, giving
it a rich royal look. Measure 21⁄2" tall
with a 71⁄2" diameter. Fits up to a size
71⁄2" hat size. #201637…$32.95

viking Thane Axe
This Windlass Steelcrafts® hand axe features many traits common
to the Norse hatchets we’ve come to love through
the years. The solid, one-piece forged head is strong X46Cr13 highgrade stainless steel. 52 RC. The comfortably contoured hardwood
handle is capped with a handsome genuine bone butt cap. Even better
are the Norse engravings unique to our axe that are
deeply etched on both sides of the handle, and
on the bone end cap is a depiction of Thor’s
mighty hammer, Mjolnir. Includes leather
belt sheath. Handy in size and gorgeous on
display. 10" overall, 21⁄2" axe face. Comes in a
faux fur lined box. #601064…$99.95
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BASTARD SWORD

Brought back by popular demand, we are pleased to offer this Windlass Classic bastard
sword. This massive broad sword could have easily been used at the Battle of Bosworth
Field in 1485, cutting and slashing its way through the Tudor ranks. As large as this
sword is, it is still amazingly light and well balanced. The wide blade is forged of high
carbon steel, while the pommel and cross guard have been antiqued with a darkened,
aged finish. The large 7" handle is wrapped in soft black leather with a steel separator
ring and can easily accommodate two hands. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. Includes
scabbard. #501510…$264.95 q ✍
Overall 443/4" • Blade 343/4" long, 2" wide • Wt. 3 lbs. 10 oz.

MEDICI DAGGER

Fine filigree work around the handle and scabbard, along with the sleek
armor-piercing blade. The large pommel gives excellent balance. Soft
black leather wrapped grip and sheath make this a work of art. High
carbon steel blade with steel parts. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®.
#403721…$124.95 q
Overall 161/2" • Blade 11" long, 1" wide • Wt. 1 lb.

(B)

(A)
(A)

MINI
METAL HELMETS

Cast in pewter, these beautiful miniatures
are wonderful paperweights or accent
pieces for the home. Felt covered bottom
for anti-scratching. $24.95 each
(A) Knightly Sallet-41⁄2" x 23⁄4". #805104
(B)Archer’s Sallet-31⁄2" x 3". #805103
(C) Barbute-31⁄2" x 3". #805101
(C)

CAVALIER
SHIRT

A rich black cotton velvet shirt with lace-up
neck. The slashed sleeve
reveals either a silver or
gold satin inner sleeve.
Order Black with Gold
or Black with Silver.
Comes in S/M or L/XL.
#101058…$68.95
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(A) Buckler-This training buckler replica is stoutly made of an extra strong polycarbonate and has a thick,
sturdy, raised boss to protect the hand. Measures 12" across by 1⁄2" thick. Wt. 2 lbs. 2.7 oz. #804193…$39.95
Training Swords-Each of these training swords is made from santoprene rubber and closely duplicates a real
sword in length, size, weight and feel. Impervious to the elements, unbreakable and highly cut resistant.
(B) Practice Main Gauche-21" overall, 141⁄2" blade, 11⁄8" wide. 8 oz. #804506…$11.95
(C) Bokken-411⁄2" overall, 30" blade, 20 oz. #803638…$38.95
(D) Gladius-31" overall. 13.3 oz. #501439…$34.95
(E) Medieval One-Hand-391⁄2" overall, 321⁄4" blade, 30 oz. #803636…$35.95
(F) Medieval Hand-and-A-Half-44" overall, 34" blade, 32 oz. #803637…$38.95
(G)

(H)

(I)

Black Leather
Axe Holder & Frogs
Designed to fit most any belt and hand-crafted of
durable, full grain leather replete with nickel plated,
metal studs. $14.95 Each
(G) Axe Holder-oversized nickel plated ring for
cradling the head of even the heaviest axe. #200028
(H) Broadsword Frog-with its dual strap design, will
support both broadsword and scabbard. #200084
(I) Dagger Frog-a jaunty, but secure carrier for dagger
or dirk. #200276

Tudor Close Helm
This excellent reproduction by the fine craftsmen of
Windlass Steelcrafts® is fully wearable. Made from 18
gauge hammer hardened steel. #300432…$194.95

Euro Spearhead
The blade is tempered steel and the socket fits
a 11⁄4" round pole (not included). Made by
Windlass Steelcrafts®. #600766…$44.95
Overall-16" • Wt.-1 lb. 2 oz.
Blade-91⁄2" long, 2" wide, 3⁄16" thick
(Use with our Butt Caps on pg. 54)

Swordsman’s Shirt
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Made from 100% cotton and easy to care for.
White, Purple or Black. Colors may vary
slightly. M, L, XL or XXL. Poly cotton, hand
wash. #100236…$41.95

Falchion
This example has a very strong point that would penetrate mail with a hard
thrust. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. The blade is tempered high
carbon steel, the guard and pommel are both steel, and the grip is
wood, covered with leather. Complete with a leather scabbard.
#500204…$194.95 q ✍

CIRCA
12501300

Overall-34" • Blade-28" long, 13⁄4" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt. 3 lbs.

Leather
Gauntlets
The long-cuff
construction of these
supple, leather gauntlets
has been seen throughout
the ages. Approx. 15" long.
Wt. 8 oz. The palm, hand and
fingers are made of soft, pliable
leather. So supple they give
you the kind of flexibility
you expect from driving
gloves. Dress black.
Please specify S, M,
L., XL or XXL.
#200376…
$44.95/pair

Knightly
Belt
The perfect choice for almost any medieval
knightly outfit. The extra long 80" heavy grade
leather is accented with antiqued brass roses
and heavy duty buckle. $94.95 each
Brown-#200678 • Black-#200676

CIRCA
1300

Overall-28 1/2"
Blade-20" x 2" x 3/16"
Wt.-4 lbs. 8 oz.

Bar Mace
Made from four bars of steel with a wood and leather
grip and a large steel pommel to help balance it, this
is indeed an awesome weapon. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #600652…$139.95

Festival Shirt
This lightweight, cotton gauze material will keep you
cool, yet looking dashing. The looped button-up placket front with Mandarin collar allows for a formal or
relaxed look, while the cuffs have a small ruffle with
button closure. Looks great on its own, or paired with
a sash or belt. Available in Natural, Black or Wine. S,
M, L or XL. #101615…$58.95
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Apparel for
Country
Lasses

(A)
(A)

(B)

(B)

(A) Underdress-100%
Muslin dress has elastic
wrist gathers and a drawstring neck, which can be
worn on or off the shoulder.
S, M, L, XL or XXL.
#100104…$54.95
(B) Country Maid Skirt
with Integral BodiceBodice and attached skirt
are made of durable 100%
cotton. Bodice is laced to fit
with brass grommets, and
the full skirt is split down
the front. S, M, L, XL or
XXL. Black or emerald
green. #100126…$68.95

Faire Blouse
A versatile top, which can be
worn on or off of the shoulders,
depending on your flirtatious
mood. Adjustable string tie and
hidden elastic allow for a great
fit. White, black and natural cotton with elastic at the cuffs. S/M
or L/XL. #101566…$33.95

Hand Forged Leaf Cutlery Set
Banquets and feasts were a time of celebration in medieval times. And this
hand-forged cutlery set is a perfect accessory. Constructed of high-carbon steel,
which has been given an antiqued aged finish, each piece has a forged twist
and has been decorated with a small leaf at its base. Comes with leather belt
pouch for easy transport. Pieces measures between 8’ – 91⁄2" in length.
#805171…$39.95

Berengaria
Pearl Necklace
This gorgeous necklace has been named after
Queen Berengaria, bride to King Richard I of
England. This wondrous piece consists of a large
golden cross which has been set with 24 faux pearls
and six faceted faux diamonds. A stunning pendant
fit for a queen. Comes complete with a 28” matching adjustable chain with clasp. Cross measures 2” x
31⁄8". #201640…$15.95
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Fair
Maiden
Dres s

Celtic Chemise

The chemise was worn under all
medieval ladies’ clothing. Our
well-made poly/cotton chemise
has very long sleeves and ties at
the shoulders. A special look for
your favorite gown. S/M or L/XL.
Hand wash. #100508…$88.95

This colorful 16th century
styled dress features coordinating front trim and
reinforced boning in the
front bodice for extra
strong tight lacing. We
have paired this piece with
the Celtic Chemise, however it will look lovely with
any of our other chemises.
Choose green or blue.
Poly/cotton. Sizes S/M,
L/XL or XXL. Dry clean
only. #100510…$68.95

Clothing Guarantee
Museum Replicas fully warrants all of our clothing articles against
any defects in materials or workmanship. Please inspect your garment upon arrival for fit and quality. If it does not meet your
expectations, we will refund your money or exchange merchandise
within 30 days of the ship date. We recommend dry cleaning only
for years of service on our garments. Museum Replicas Limited will
not give a refund or exchange an article of clothing that has been
worn, soiled, washed or damaged during use.

Farthingale
This hooped undergarment will accentuate the overall shape of
your renaissance gown and is a lightweight poly/cotton blend.
Contains 5 metal rings, which will keep your overskirt in a beautiful umbrella shape. Rings are removable for washing. Adjustable
inner band with a plastic quick-detach buckle. White. S/M or
L/XL. #100994…$88.95

Tree of Life
Trinket Box
This lovely trinket box is handcrafted
from wood and then black lacquered. A gorgeous ceramic tile
has been inset depicting the mystical Tree of Life surrounded by
Celtic knot work. Measures 5" x 5" x
21⁄4". #804699…$12.95
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(A)

(B)
(E)

(E)

(D)

(C)

(A) Leather Cavalier Hat-Made of fine black leather, the hat
has a stylish band with buckle along with the famous up-turned
side brim. Black only. M, L or XL. Please specify right or left side
raised brim. #200552…$84.95
(B) Musketeer Tabard-Rich, blue cotton velvet with a matching satin lining. Has embroidered silver crosses with fleur-delis on the front and sides and a matching silver trim on the edges.
One size fits most or XXL. #100516…$168.95
(C) Cardinal Guard Tabard-This blood red tabard is made of
cotton velvet with an antique gold rayon lining. Has embroidered
silver and gold crosses with fleur-de-lis on chest and sleeves. One
size fits most. #101333…$178.95
(D) Royal Musketeer Tabard-Made of thick black cotton
velvet with a gold rayon lining. Embroidered silver and gold
crosses with fleur-de-lis on sleeves and chest. One size fits
most. #101334…$178.95
(E) Suede Musketeer Hat-See our website. #201224…$94.95

Plumes

Using these gorgeous extra large, hand dyed ostrich plumes
is a wonderful way to accent any period hat or helmet.
Approx. 17" in length. Choose from royal blue, black,
turquoise, white, red, marigold, silver or purple. #201172…
$7.95 each or 3 for $20.95

Garrison Boot

This standard medieval boot is made of a rugged faux suede
with a broad cuff and side lace-up detail. The thick rubber sole
and 1” heel will give you plenty of traction attending your next
fair. Available in both Black or Brown. Sizes Small (8-9)
Medium (10-11) or Large (12-13). #101802…$64.95
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Swept Hilt Rapier
This swept hilt rapier is hand forged by the skilled artisans at Windlass
Steelcrafts® and has a blade forged of 1055 high carbon steel with a diamond cross section. This gives the blade firmness, while allowing it to
be flexible in action. The all steel guard and ornate pommel are
accented with a real bleached, polished bone grip. Includes a full
leather scabbard with steel throat and shoe. NOTE: Bone is a
natural product and may have slight variations from the photo
shown, giving each handle a unique “one of a kind” finish.
#500094…$244.95
Overall 433⁄4" • Blade 381⁄2" long, 7⁄8" wide • Wt.-2 lbs. 2 oz.

Galileo Galilei
Statue
As one of the greatest astronomers of
history, this Italian physicist and engineer blazed the paths for centuries of
scientists, throughout the world. This
striking statue is a testament to this
great man. The detail is amazing, from
the ornate early telescope, large globe
and astronomical charts to the period
clothing. Made of resin, the piece has
been metalized, giving it the look and feel
of antique bronze with light washes of
translucent colors. Measures 6" x 51⁄5" x 81⁄4".
#805152…$79.95

New Colonies
Shirt
Whether you are attending the royal
courts of Spain or sailing the high
seas, this is a perfect shirt for just
about any of your adventures. Made
of 100% polyester, this exquisite shirt
features a high collar, three rows of
ruffles down the front with matching
ruffles at the sleeve. White and silver enameled metal buttons grace
the front and the cuffs. White only.
S, M, L, XL. #101818…$69.95

See pg. 30 for our selection
of Renaissance Flat Caps

Dueling Doublet
Doublets like this were quite popular throughout Europe.
This sleeveless version was fashionable, especially while
fencing. Our version is made of a poly-microfiber fabric and
has soft, tuffed padding. The 17 fabric-covered buttons,
high collar and hourglass peasecod cut gives you a truly
heroic look for any occasion. Steel Blue only. S, M, L or XL.
#101799…$119.95
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17th Century Italian Rapier
The grip is hand wound with silver plated wire with woven wire rings top and bottom. The hand forged, high carbon steel, fully tempered blade features a wide fuller
to lighten and strengthen it for thrusting. Top quality, genuine leather scabbard
with deeply engraved floral pattern on the throat and tip. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #501227…$294.95
Overall-447⁄8" • Blade-371⁄2" long, 13⁄16" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz.

Renaissance
Flat Caps
Our version is made of strong cotton fabric and is
available in a rich Navy Brocade, Black, Red and
Chocolate Brown. Two grommets on the side allow a
plume (not included) to be added on either side.
Available in M(7 1 ⁄4 "), L(7 1 ⁄2 ") or XL (7 3 ⁄4 ").
#101655…Reg. $28.95…Catalog Special $19.95

Highwayman Coat

Collar folded down

This full-length coat is made of
durable black denim and is
designed with a generous split
in the back, as well as the sides.
A wide period cuff with braid
and buttons adorn the sleeves,
while the laced double collar
can be worn either up for disguise or down for city traveling.
Black only. S/M (62" long),
L/XL (641⁄2" long) or XXL. Dry
clean only. #100530…$98.95
Tricorn Hat-Top-grain leather
with a dark brown finish or
black finish. Choose S/M(23")
or L/XL(26"). #200550…
$58.95
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Brandenburg Rapier
The heavily carved horn grip mimics the elegantly twisted metal of the hilt and is
hand wound and inset with a single steel accent wire. Hand forged, high carbon
steel blade with flattened oval cross section. Extended, custom engraved ricasso
for strength. Includes leather scabbard with twisted metal accents. Made by
Windlass Steelcrafts®. #501409…$294.95

CIRCA
16501750

Overall-441⁄4" • Blade-371⁄2" long, 13⁄16" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz.

Venetian
Stiletto

Circa 1520

This is certainly one of the
more attractive stiletto’s
we’ve come across. Blade
face is beautifully hollowed.
Grip is wood. Made by
Windlass Steelcrafts®. Comes
complete with sheath.
#400994…$89.95

Overall-133⁄4"
Blade-83⁄4" long
Wt.-7 oz.

Cavalier
Capes
Our side cape is available in
two colors, Black with a
dark blue lining or a brown
with an antique gold lining.
Both capes have a real
leather shoulder guard with
metal fittings, and matching
wool ropes attached to
suede straps for tying. The
outside of the cape is made
of ultra-suede, while the linings are a rich satin. One
size fits most. Order
Black/Blue or Brown/Gold.
#101683…$128.95

Noble’s Shirt
Beautiful late renaissance shirt with standing rucked collar front
and pearl buttons. Three tiered cascading center front ruffle and
sheered long sleeves ending in pearl button ruffled cuff. S, M, L.
XL or XXL. Purple, black or white. Cotton/poly blend fabric. Dry
clean only. #100396…$54.95
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The Christus
Imperat Rapier

Its forward plates are pierced and show lavish birds
among foliage, while the bars of the guard are slender, both defending the hand and having an upward
loop to catch an opponent’s blade. The heavy
pommel allows for a more balanced feel for fighting. The blade is etched on both sides of the ricasso with the Latin phrase, CHRISTUS IMPERAT,
which means “Christ Commands.” Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®.
#501471…$324.95
Overall-48" • Blade-401⁄2" long, 1" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt.-3 lbs.

Royal Court Doublet
Manufactured of a heavy cotton brocade
fabric with poly lining and accented by a
row of antiqued buttons. Dry clean only.
Choose S, M, L or XL. Belt not included.
#100874…$109.95

Stratford Brocade Cloak
This impressive cloak would be quite at home on
the famous bard or on just about any gentleman
from the period. This long flowing garment is
made of a heavy-patterned black brocade polyester fabric. The opening sides are lined with a
black cotton velvet and sports twelve ornate
antique silver & black chunky buttons. The
sides hide arm slits, which turn this cape into a
fully-functional cloak. The high collar closes
using four antique silver decorative clasps.
Length measures 50” from shoulder seam to
hem. Sizes S, M, or L. #101800…$229.95

Adventurer’s Boot
These dashing, faux leather, nearly
knee-high boots have a lace-up configuration, using seven metal side buttons.
They sport a soft rubber sole and a
1" heel. Available in Brown with tan
piping or Black with brown piping.
Measures approximately 18” tall. Men’s
sizes S(8-9), M(10-11) or L(12-13).
#101728…$78.95
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Mercenary Cloak

The mercenary skulks the midnight trails in search of adventure. This
wondrous cloak is befitting this sword for hire or just about any wanderer
of the ways. This long, hooded cloak is designed with a open front and
ruched shoulders, allowing for a sword draw at a moment’s notice. Made
of a lightweight stretch poly fabric. One size. Black only.
#101759…$119.95

Sword Flask

This wonderful stainless-steel
flask has been lavishly decorated with a fan of swords
which has been printed on a
faux leather, wrap-around
sleeve. Perfect for watching
your most cherished adventure series or just everyday use.
Holds 7 oz. of your favorite
beverage. Measures 53⁄4" x 33⁄4".
#805157…$19.95

Tortuga Pirate Shirt
A generous yet dashing shirt with 6 lace-up ties in the
front and 2 lace-up ties at the wrists. Poly-cotton blend.
Red, Black or White. S/M or L/XL. #101470…$53.95

Back

Hidden Pocket

Wayfarer Pants

Super comfortable and made of soft rayon. The waistline has
a pair of faux buttons in the front, an elastic waist with laceup back. This allows for a wide variety of waist sizes, while
offering a great fit, too. Lace-up calves also make these perfect for boots or even bare foot jaunting. Generous hidden
side pockets. Black or Brown. Available in S/M or L/XL.
#101554…$54.95
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(A)
(E)
(B)

(C)

(D)

MARY READ
ENSEMBLE

(A) Capt. Jack Tricorn Hat-Top grain
leather with a dark brown or black finish.
S/M(23") or L/XL(26"). #200550…$58.95
(B) Brown Coat-wool blend period open
coat with ultra-suede collars and cuffs. A
high collar, antique gold button and rich trim
accent this period coat. S, M, L or XL.
#101016…$138.95
(C) Vest-a rich poly brocade and scoop vneck collar make this a perfect stand alone
garment or accent to our Mary Read coat.
Golden Brown. S/M or L/XL. 100% rayon
#101018…$54.95
(D) Pirate Belt-a slightly more elegant belt. Brown leather. One size. #201014…$35.95
(E) Shirt-this stunning lady’s shirt has a single button high collar, which is accented with lace, as well as the
cuffs. White poly/cotton. S, M, L or XL. #101020…$38.95

GOV’NAH HAT

Made of a stiff, black ultra suede material. Resplendent in
gold braid, red trim and soft white-feathered accents. An
elasticized strap around the perimeter of the inside allows for
an easy fit for most head sizes. #201174…$29.95

Anatomical Skull

The most lifelike skull we have ever offered! Looks great in your steampunk laboratory or on your writing desk. The skull has a removable bottom jaw, for different display options. Made of resin with an antique bone
wash. 63⁄4" x 61⁄4". #804610...$33.95

SKULL GLASS MASON JAR MUG

What a great item for your bar or that pirate on the go! This glass mason jar
has the shape of an ancient skull and holds 18 oz. of your favorite beverage.
A generous handle makes it easy to carry, too! Includes stripped decorative
straw. Color of straws may vary. Measures 6" tall. #805197…$12.95
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See
pg. 40
for more
Vest
colors

Head-To-Toe Ensembles

Mix and Match Pieces To Make A Unique Outfit
C APTAIN
B LOOD
Leather Eye Patch-Right Eye.
#802854…$15.95
Scoundrel Vest-S. M, L, XL.
See pg. 40. #101625…$71.95
Sash-Gold, Black, Burgundy,
or Navy. One Size. See
pg. 36. #100822…$28.95
Festival Shirt-Black, Wine,
Natural. S, M, L, XL. See pg. 25.
#101615…$58.95
Velvet Pants-Black, Green, Soft
Grey. S/M or L/XL. See pg. 10.
#100836…$54.95
Pirate Belt-Brown only. One Size.
48" long. #201014…$35.95
Faire Boots-Black. S(8-9),
M(10-11) or L(12-13).
#101649…$84.95

J IM

S EA H AWK

Sea Dog Shirt-Tan with
Brown collar. S, M, L, XL.
#101688…$54.95
Wide Pirate Belt-Brown.
56" long. #200716…$47.95
Powder Horn-With suede
cord. #801584…$14.95
Madagascar Pants-Black,
Brown or Striped. S/M or
L/XL. #101553…$48.95
Carribean Boots-Brown or
Black. S(fits 8-9),
M(fits 10-11) or
L(fits 12-13).
#101493…$88.95

High Seas Stocking CapStriped Grey or Red. One size.
See pg. 40. #101612…$19.95
Festival Shirt-Black, Wine,
Natural. S, M, L, XL.
See pg. 25.
#101615…$58.95
Pirate Vest-Red, Green
or Navy. S/M, L/XL or XXL.
#100520…$38.95
Pirate Pants-Black, Black
and White stripes and
Black and Grey stripes.
S/M, L/XL and XXL.
#100518…$38.95
Damascus Raider KnifeBrown sheath. 121⁄2" overall.
#403915…$74.95

H AWKINS
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T HE E NGLISH C UTLASS

Carried during the 1600’s and 1700’s, this sword was also
called a “hanger”. This replica has a tough, tempered
high carbon steel blade and a solid brass heart shaped
guard characteristic of the period. Made with all the
care and attention to detail that Windlass Steelcrafts®
lavishes onto swords. #501405…$169.95 q
Overall 301/2" • Blade 251/2" x 11/2" wide, 1/4" thick
Wt.-2 lbs. 8 oz.

T HE B LACK
P IRAT E

(A)

(A) Bandana-Suede-like texture with
rough weathered lace. 100% poly.
S/M (up to size 8) or L/XL (up to
size 10). #100972…$33.95
(B) Vest-A rich black cotton velvet
with poly lining makes up the body,
which has been decorated in a
Napoleonic style with gold and black
trims. 18 antique brass buttons with
an adjustable back strap. Dry clean
only. Order S/M or L/XL. Shown with
our Noble’s Shirt sold on pg. 31 and
comes in 3 colors.#100942…$68.95
(C) Wide Pirate Belt-This stately
belt harkens back to the days of the
adventurous high seas. With a large
51/4" antiqued brass buckle and a 23/4"
wide leather belt, this piece looks
great when combined with any of our
sashes. 56" long. Brown only.
#200716...$47.95
(D) Cotton Velvet Pants-Stretch
tights, which have an elastic waist.
S/M or L/XL. Choose black, soft
green or grey. See pg. 10.
#100836...$54.95
(E) Sash-Poly sash measures 96" in
length and edged with multiple tassels. Order gold, black, burgundy or
navy. One size. #100822...$28.95

(B)

(C)

(E)

(D)

(E)

ROYAL NAVY
COMPASS

This real working, brass compass harkens
back to the days of tall ships and high adventure. The Royal Navy insignia is emblazoned on
the front, along with “London 1915.” Features a popopen lid. Measures 2" in diameter. #804577…$24.95
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C ORSAIR P IRAT E S WORD

The wide curved blade on this cutlass makes this the perfect chopper for a pirate
raiding party. All of the steel fittings have been expertly blackened, giving this a
villainous look. The design of lavishly cut out guard allows this sword to be used
right or left handed, while the grip has been covered in ray skin, for a sure hold.
The high carbon steel blade is tough enough for just about any adventure.
Comes with a matching leather scabbard and ships with a suede side baldric, which
is fully adjustable and has the sign of the high seas octopus embroidered on the
face. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. #501690…$324.95 q ✍
Overall-29" • Blade 221⁄2" long • Wt.-3 lbs. 2 oz.

(B)

(A)

Intricate Baldric &
Scabbard Included

(C)

(D)

L ADY B UCCANEER

(A) deBerry Sleeveless Coat-Made of rich red soft corduroy, this sleeveless
garment has a pleated duck-tail cut and can be worn with a striking shirt or
bare armed. A faux black leather collar flanks the coat and accents the
shoulders, while gold metal buttons and trim give it a true pirate feel. A
deep golden satin lining finishes off this coat. Looks great with the de Berry
vest sold below. Cotton and Poly. S, M, L or XL. #101743…$129.95
(B) Lady Buccaneer Hat-This black ladies pirate hat features gold braid,
red edging, dainty black lace trim, a black satin bow and a shapeable wired
brim. #201175…$24.95
(C) Sheer Period Shirt-With sheer shoulders and sleeves and a solid, hourglass-cut midsection, this shirt is quite attractive. Beautiful wide lace runs the length of the front, as well as
the collar and elastic cuffs. Seven metal copper colored gear-shaped buttons accent the front. Comes complete with a separate jabot with an antique brass metal pin with chain, attached. 100% polyester. Black only.
S, M, L and XL. #101790…$79.95
(D) deBerry Vest-This stunning lady’s pirate vest can be used with a variety of period outfits. Sporting a
cute corset cut with a chevron front cut, this vest is made of a deep golden brocade poly fabric and has a
lace-up back with matching ribbon and generous modesty panel. S, M, L or XL. #101744…$59.95
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Circa
1600

M UNICH S WORD

The slightly shorter blade and stout hilt were perfect
for breaking up a street fight or tavern brawl, as the
town guard was often employed to do, and was clearly intended for practical use. Well-tempered 1065
high carbon steel blade. Pommels and guards are from
steel and grips are wood wrapped in twisted steel wire for a very positive hold.
Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. Includes scabbard. #501144…$274.95 q ✍
Overall-431⁄4" • Blade 34" long, 21⁄4" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt.-3 lbs.

B ARBARY C OAST C OAT

This is one of the most ornate pirate coats we
offer. This stately coat is manufactured of lush,
blue cotton velvet, sports large period cuffs
and rich brocade and buttons down the front.
Two real side pockets and an adjustable rear
belt with buckle, allows for sizing. Sizes S, M,
L or XL. #101757…$194.95

B ARBARY C OAST
V EST

This is a great companion vest to the
Barbary coat or a stunning stand-alone
period garment. Made of rich, blue cotton
velvet and satin lined, this vest has ornate
P IRAT E K ING B ELT
gold buttons down the front and an
adjustable belt and buckle in the back. S, This massive heavy belt is faux snakeskin and
M, L or XL. #101758…$99.95
has a antiqued nickel buckle and tip.
Measures 48" long and 3" wide.
#201402...$78.95

J ABOT & C UFF
S ET

This set is a perfect way to finish
off many of your period outfits.
The set consists of a period lace
jabot, which has buttons in the
back, making it adjustable to fit neck sizes 15"
through 18.5". In addition, two matching lace
cuffs are also included, which easily button on
your wrist or over an existing shirt. One Size –
Adjustable. Available in either Silver, Gold or
White. #101738...$39.95
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THE GOLDEN COAST
CUTLASS

The tough high carbon steel blade is made by the
master craftsmen of Windlass Steelcrafts®. The
antiqued golden guard has a pierced, seashell
inspired design, which adds both beauty and protection. The handle is wood, wrapped with soft black
leather. Comes complete with a black leather
scabbard with matching finish and belt stop.
#501532…$224.95 q ✍
Overall 341⁄8" • Blade 275⁄8" long, 1" wide • Wt.-2 lbs. 6 oz.

(C)
(A)

(B)

(B)

BUCCANEER
COAT

(A) Cpt. Jack Leather Tricorn Hat-Top-grain leather with a dark brown finish or black.
Choose S/M(23") or L/XL(26"). #200550…$58.95
(B) The long period cut, the large bell cuffs and the richly antiqued buttons all add up to
make this coat one stunning piece of pirate garb. Choose navy blue or grey with black
wool blend with rayon lining. Dry clean only. S, M, L, XL or XXL. #100780...$119.95
(C) Skull & Cross-bones Leather Hat-This stylish variation of the standard pirate
tricorn hat is fine black leather and has an antiqued brass skull and crossbones emblazoned on the front. Sizes S/M or L/XL. #200664...$77.95
Choose from
4 colors.

CARIBBEAN
ROGUE BOOT

Made of a soft, faux leather (poly), which has both
an aged look and antique fittings. A side zipper
allows for an easy on-and-off fit. Available in
either Black or Brown. Men’s sizes S(8-9), M(1011) or L(12-13). #101493…$88.95 pair

P RIVAT EER S HIRT
100% cotton. Choice of blue, wine, cocoa and natural.
Choose S, M, L, XL or XXL. Dry clean only.
#100156...$38.95
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MERCENARY
SCHIAVONA

This sword has been hand forged in 1065 high carbon
steel by Windlass Steelcrafts®. The guard, along with
the scabbard fittings has been darkened to a battle
finish. Soft, rich black leather wraps the handle, and an antique brass pommel
finish off the grip. However, it is the 26 intricate, antique brass florets adorning
the guard that truly enhance this sword. A floral engraving on the throat and tip
of the black leather scabbard. #501545…$294.95 q ✍
Overall-39 1/4" • Wt.-2 lbs. 12 oz. • Blade-331/2" long, 13/4" wide

HIGH SEAS
STOCKING
CAPS

A great hat for adventures
on the high seas and pirates
of all ages. Simple stretch
fabric caps that can be worn
a variety of different ways.
Order Striped Grey or Red.
#101612…$19.95

BLACKBEARD
Coat-Made from medium weight black
cotton brocade, the coat has a rich blackon-black pattern. The open design is lined
with leather-covered buttons at the front and
wide cuffs. Two full pockets and a black satin
lining complete the design. Looks great with
any of our Scoundrel Vests. S, M, L or XL.
#101617…Reg. $144.95…Catalog

Special $129.95

Scoundrel Long Vest-Made from
rich poly-cotton brocades and
sports two faux, buttoned pockets
on either side. Ten buttons
down the front allow for either
a formal or swashbuckler look.
Order navy blue or red with
gold diamond pattern,
purple on purple brocade
or black on black brocade.
S, M, L or XL. #101625…
Reg. $71.95…Catalog

Special $59.95

Suede Musketeer HatBlue or Red. S/M or L/XL.
#201224…$94.95

Black
Brocade

Purple Brocade

S KULL

AND

C ROSSBONES F LAG

3’ x 5’ polyester indoor/outdoor flag with grommets. This
“Jolly Roger” design was eventually used by a great number of pirates throughout the 17th century.
#804412...$11.95
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Red Brocade
w/Gold Diamonds

PIRATE CAPTAIN’S HANGER
This beautifully antiqued brass and steel hilt with fully tempered
high carbon steel blade is worth its salt against any seabeast or while
swarming the side of a galley. Includes scabbard. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #500968…$189.95 q ✍
Overall-32 1/2" • Blade-26" long, 11/8" wide, 3/16" thick • Wt.-2 lbs.

STEEL DOMED SHIELD
This small round shield remained popular
from the 13th to the 17th century. Dia.-231⁄8".
Weighs 6 lbs. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®
of 18 gauge steel with leather grip. Minor
assembly required. #800176…$89.95
($10 addl. s/h per shield)

CAPTAIN’S BOOTS

Soft artificial leather makes this a
comfortable boot for any occasion.
Fold-over top flap with laces in
back. Hidden zipper for easy
on-and-off wearing 17" high.
Order men’s whole sizes only,
S(8-9), M(10-11) or L(12-13).
#101038…$59.95
The diamond on the top can be
engraved for an additional fee.

PIRATE
CAPTAIN CUPS
Made of spun brass and plated inside
with silver, these two jiggers are safe for
your next toast! Brazed onto each cup
is a copper skull and crossbones.
Includes a beautiful hardwood storage
box with brass accents and top plate
suitable for engraving. Each cup is sized
close to a shot glass. Hand wash. Box
measures 21⁄2" x 23⁄4" x 41⁄4", while cup
height is 17⁄8". #804416…$24.95 ✍

JAMBIYA
CIRCA
1400s
The Jambiya is found in every country that has been inhabited by the Arabs, from Turkey to the Balkans, even
in Spain. Our offering is of the form found in Persia and India and is worn at the stomach under a sash or
belt. Beautiful solid hardwood grip with decorative rondels. Hardwood scabbard covered in thin black leather with
nickel tip. #402118…$69.95 q
Overall-14 3⁄8" • Blade 83⁄4" long, 2" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt-12 oz.
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German Mace
This expertly reproduced steel mace is 24" overall with a brushed finish that weighs
just two pounds. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. #600853…$109.95
Overall 24" • Wt.-2 lbs.

Men’s Pants

Long pants for men that are designed with a drawstring waist (28"-50"). These pants will go with most
periods. 100% cotton. Wear them loose, wrap the legs
with cord or stuff them in your boots for your favorite
look. One size fits up to XL; XXL also available. Choose
black or brown. #100274…$44.95

✍

When you see this icon, this means that the
blade of this weapon can be engraved. Choose
up to 3 initials for $5. Choose from 7 different fonts which coincide with the time period of
your weapon. If no font is specified Times Roman will
be used. Engraved items cannot be returned.

AG Times Roman (Default Font)…001

AG Holy Empire Roman…002
Ag Prince Valiant Medieval…003
Ag Renaissance-Regular Rapiers…004
Ag

Spartana (Spartan Swords)…005

Ag

Viking-Normal (viking)…006

Ag

Pythia (Greek)…007

Assassin Boots
These two-part boots are made in a tough faux leather, these boots
consist of a short, slip-on ankle boot and come with a matching distressed faux leather upper gator with buckles. Combined they are a
dashing combination. Choose either Black or Brown. Size:
S(fits 8-9), M(fits 10-11) or L(fits 12-13). Overall: 141⁄2" high.
Heel: 11⁄2" flat. #101647...$84.95

Heraldic Crest Box
What a fantastic way of storing you small
trinkets and valuables than in this heraldic
box. This shield-shaped box is made of resin,
then beautifully painted bringing out all of
the heraldry adorning this tiny chest.
Measures 51⁄8" x 4" x 21⁄2".
#805155...$19.95

(A)

(B)
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(C)

Streamlined Raper Carrier
and Frogs

(D)

This rapier carrier is hand-crafted from high-quality leather.
Black with nickel plated steel. Offers good angle for quick access.
(A) The rapier scabbard fits through leather loops in the
carrier at the best angle for quick access. Two-piece design
means that no matter who wears the belt, the carrier still hangs
at the proper angle. $79.95 each
Left hand…#200014 • Right hand…#200456
(B) Dagger Back Hanger-#200068…$21.95
(C) Sword Hanger-#200012…$14.95
(D) Dagger Hanger-#200044…$11.95

Late Scottish Broadsword
This version of the Scottish broadsword has a hilt with an
intricate wire basket, forming a heavy, protective guard.
The grip is covered in a natural ray skin for an excellent
grip, and then beautifully wire-wrapped. The high carbon
steel blade has double fullers, which have been lavishly
etched with an intricate pattern. The sword comes with a
matching black leather scabbard, which has had its metal
throat and tip decorated with matching engraving.
Manufactured by Windlass Steelcrafts®. #501544…$349.95 q
Overall 381⁄2" • Blade 32" long, 11⁄2" wide • Wt.-4 lbs. 6 oz.

Sgian Dubh
Our Sgian Dubh has a black wooden handle that is
carved on one side, smooth on the other. Embossed
nickel silver fittings feature a thistle motif. Comes with
sheath.
(A) Damascus-#403577…$59.95 q
(B) High Carbon Steel-#400910…$39.95 q

(A)
(B)

Overall-6 9⁄16" • Wt.-2 oz.
Blade-31⁄4" long, 3⁄4" wide, 3⁄16" thick

Colleen
Bodice
This cute bodice is
made of thin wale corduroy and has an
under-bust
scoop.
Both the armholes &
neckline are bound
with matching corduroy and the side
seams are boned for
rigidity. The inside
sports an elastic fitting
detail at the back
waistline for great
adjustability.
The
piece offers a grommet
& lace front closure,
with matching cotton
lining. Available in
Black or Navy Blue.
Sizes S, M, L, or XL.
#101677…$48.95

Scottish Plaid Skirts
The Highlands come alive in these full cut, floor length skirts. Made of a soft, cotton blend
plaids, they offer a flat front waistband with an elastic back for a sure fit. Available in Red
& Black or Green & Blue. S/M or L/XL. #101674…$94.95

Celtic Dragon
Trinket Box
Made of resin, the box has been metalized, giving it the look and feel of antique
bronze. The box has been intricately
detailed with a beautiful large dragon lid,
while the sides are emblazoned with
shields and Celtic knotwork. Measures
4" x 2¼". #805067…$33.95
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The bannockburn Sword
Based on Scottish swords of the period, it features a slopping crossguard, beautiful
spatulate ends and a round pommel with a riveted block. Our version, from the
smiths of Windlass Steelcrafts®, has a tempered high-carbon blade with double fullers
running nearly the full length. All of the fittings are solid brass, which have been
given an antique finish. The wooden handle has been covered in soft, black leather
for a sure grip. The sword comes complete with a black leather period scabbard with
sword belt and antique brass fittings. #501689…$284.95 q
Overall-411⁄2" • Blade-323⁄4" long, 2" wide • Wt-3 lbs. 2 oz.

CIRCA 1860

Bonny Scottish Dirk
113⁄4" long dirk blade showcases crisp etchings of the traditional Scottish foliage and
thistle motif on both sides of the blade. 5" long, swaged false edge and a knurled pattern on the blade back. The black wooden handle is carved in an interweave
pattern dotted with ornamental nickel silver tacks. The sheath is wood covered with
leather and reinforced with metal throat and tip. Hand forged high carbon steel.
Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. #400806…$119.95 q
Overall-171⁄2" • Blade-113⁄4" long, 11⁄8" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt.-1 lbs. 2 oz.

Celtic Cross Tankard
This lovely tankard is made in England of fine
drinkable pewter and has been engraved with an
intricate Celtic cross inlayed and surrounded by
lavish knotwork. The decorative sculpted handle
completes this wonderful piece. Holds up to
19 oz. (one pint) of your favorite beverage. 5" tall.
#804747…$49.95
(A)
(B)
(C)

7" Spike

Back

Scottish Targe Shields
All the romance of the Scottish Highlands is expertly captured in
this selection of authentic targes. Originally used for battle and now
mainly for decoration, these rugged shields are made of a dense
hardwood and are expertly covered with soft leather. Various historical designs using both brass fittings and tacks have been added
for additional beauty. All measure 20" in diameter and have dual
leather straps in the back. Note: The Scottish Battle Targe includes
a deadly 7" spike, which protrudes out the front.
(A) Scottish Highland’s Targe Shield-#805181…$174.95
(B) Celtic Cross Scottish Targe Shield-#805182…$174.95
(C) Scottish Battle Targe Shield-#805184…$194.95
(D) Scottish Jacobite Targe Shield-#805183…$174.95
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(D)

EGLINTON BASKET HILT
This Mid 18th Century sword has been traditionally identified by the portrait of a
Scottish Officer entitled The Pinch of Snuff and attributed to William Delacour.
It features a real ray skin, wire-wrapped grip, intricate basket hilt and a double
fuller blade. A black scabbard with matching throat & belt stop and tip is included. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. #501435…$324.95 q ✍
Overall-39" • Blade-33" long, 13⁄8" wide • Wt-3 lbs. 4 oz.

(A)

(B)

(E)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

(C)

(D)

(C)

(A) Highlands Shirt-A great period cotton shirt for many outfits. However, when
coupled with one of our kilts, its full sleeves and antique buttoned collar create a perfect
combination for any Highland event. Natural only. S/M, L/XL or XXL.
#100880…$58.95
(B) Privateer Shirt-Choice of cocoa, blue, wine and natural. 100% cotton. S, M, L, XL
or XXL. Dry clean only. See pg. 39. #100156…$38.95
(C) Sporran-This fine leather pouch is required dress for Scots, but also makes a tough and
durable belt pouch suitable for period dress for most time periods. Complete with a high
quality leather belt. 63⁄4" x 73⁄4" closed. 46" belt. Approx. weight 14 oz. Flap has steel snap.
Brown. #200312…$48.95
Kilts-We’ve made this attractive kilt easier for you to put on by sewing in the pleats. Four
choices, acrylic wool. Choose S(28"-30"), M(32"-34"), L(36"-39") or XL(42"-44") or XXL.
Dry clean only. $48.95 each
#100896 -Choose (D) Brown/Olive • (E) Brown • (F) Red Plaid
#100092 -Choose (G) Camel/Navy • (H) Red/Green

Scottish Lion Flag
The royal standard of Robert the Bruce and Scotland.
Indoor/outdoor polyester. 3’ x 5’ with metal grommets. Flag is
double sided. #801446…$11.95
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(A)

Roman Armor

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(A) Roman Trooper’s Helmet-Formed of 18 gauge steel and brass.
Approx. 41⁄2 lbs. #300074…$109.95
(B) Lorica Segmentata-Our replica designed by Luca Giampadi is
superb, made of 18 gauge steel. It is closely copied from a type of Lorica
found in Newstead, Scotland, that dates from the second century A.D.
This armor is quite flexible and allows plenty of freedom of
movement. Wt. 17 lbs. 6 oz. Fits chest sizes 42" to 46".
#300176…$239.95
(C) Baldric-Brown leather. Fits swords (I) and (J).
#200368…$34.95
(D) Belt-This Roman soldier’s belt, called a “Cinculum
Militaire”, was comprised of a studded leather belt with
varying numbers of hanging leather strips. Popular about
100 A.D. Fits up to a size 46" waist. #200468…$49.95
(E) Greaves-Replica steel greaves are based on
patterns pictured on Trajans Columns and feature an
articulated knee piece for extra protection. L-183⁄4",
(F)
W-83⁄4", Bend-51⁄2". #300010…$69.95
(F) Wooden Oval Shield-Front is covered with
leather. Back has a canvas material. It has a black
steel boss and gold leather wings and lightning on
the face and arm straps on the back. Shield is
23" x 39" by 5⁄16" thick. Wt.-7 lbs. 4 oz.
#801068…$139.95 ($14.95 addl. s/h, no express)
(G) Brown Roman Sandals-Leather construction. Whole sizes 8-13. Excellent quality. See pg.
47. #200254…$48.95
(H) Red Roman Tunic-This oversized cotton
shirt extends to mid-thigh. Male sizes: S, M,
L, XL or XXL. #100042…$48.95
Made by
Windlass
Steelcrafts®
(I)

(G)

(H)

Gladius’

These Gladius’ made by Windlass
Steelcrafts® are made from high carbon
steel. Both come with scabbard with brass
applique.
(I) Maintz-pattern was wasp waisted with
a long point that combined cutting power
and stabbing ability in one handy weapon.
It was not uncommon to find 4th century
legionaires carrying this earlier model. This
is the sword that conquered most of the
known world. Faux ivory grip. 21⁄2" wide.
#500360…$214.95 q ✍
(J) Pompeii-A later version was not waisted and had a shorter point but was effective. This is the sword that conquered
most of the known world. Maple hilt.
2" wide. #500598…$194.95 q ✍

Circa 37 A.D.

Overall-28" • Wt.-2 lbs. 6 oz.
Blade-191⁄2" long, 2" wide, 3⁄16" thick
Originals were excavated from the ruins of Pompeii.
You can see examples in H. Russell Robinson’s book
“What The Soldiers Wore On Hadrian’s Wall.”
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(J)

Wooden Gladius
Not only were wooden swords used by Gladiators for training, but if he survived the arena
and lived long enough to be freed, a symbolic wooden gladius (Rudius) was awarded as a
token of discharge and freedom. #600774…$38.95
Overall-27" • Blade-20" long, • 13⁄4" wide, • 5⁄8" thick • Wt-3⁄4 lb.

Murmillo
Gladiators

(A)

Statues can be
combined for a fighting diorama.

(B)

(A) Murmillo Gladiator with Gladius-This awesome statue depicts the Murmillo styled gladiator, one of
the most popular fighters in the Roman Coliseum wielding a deadly gladius. Made of resin, this highly
detailed statue has been given a metalized, bronze finish bringing out all of the finest detail. Stands 10" tall.
#805074…$62.95
(B) Murmillo Gladiator with Hasta-Murmillo gladiators used a variety of weapons in the arena. This
statue has this fighter wielding a hasta or spear. Made of resin, this highly detailed statue has been given a
metalized, bronze finish bringing out all of the finest detail. Stands 91⁄2" tall. #805075…$62.95

Javelin Head

Our javelin head has been modeled for use after these lighter yet
deadly spears. Hand forged of tempered steel, these heads are
made to fit wooden shafts of 7⁄8" diameter. #600038…$29.95
Overall-9" • Head-43⁄4", Width 13⁄4" • Wt.-1⁄2 lb.

Spartacus Statue

This stunning statue is a glowing tribute to this fierce
warrior. Made of resin, this highly detailed statue has
been given a metalized, bronze finish bringing out all
of the finest detail. Stands approx. 12" tall.
#805071…$56.95

Brown
Roman
Sandals
Leather construction.
Whole sizes 8-13.
Excellent quality.
#200254…$48.95
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Classic Hoplite Sword
Steel guard and pommel, with wood grip covered with leather. High
carbon steel blade capable of taking and keeping a razor edge. Wood scabbard covered with leather. One of the finest of the ancient world’s weapons. Made by the
craftsmen at Windlass Steelcrafts®. #500734…$164.95 q ✍
Overall-281⁄2" • Blade-22" long, 21⁄8" wide , 3⁄16" thick • Wt.-2 lbs. 4 oz

Greek Hoplite Helmet
on Stand
One of the greatest warriors in ancient history, the
Greek Hoplite, is honored in this impressive miniature. This lovely desk-top piece is made of resin,
which has been metalized, giving it the luster and
feel of antique bronze. Comes complete with a black
resin base and matching steel rod for display. Note:
helmet and rod are connected and cannot be separated. Measures 11⁄4" x 3" x 8". #805189…$45.95

Roman
Bone
Comb
Romans took great pride
in their appearance. And
this lovely comb is a
piece that could have
been in their personal effects. This comb is hand
carved from bone and is decorated not only with
the heads of birds (possibly gulls) but with Latin,
too. It seems to have come from the area of the
Iberian Peninsula during the time of the seventh
Emperor of Rome, Augustus. Note: since this is
natural product, color and finish may vary slightly. Measures 41⁄2" x 31⁄2". #805166…$29.95

Circa
5th Century BC

Spartan
Bust

There is no doubt that this is one of the most
dynamic busts we have ever offered. This
fantastic piece is a glowing accolade to the
Spartan warriors of ancient times. This large,
impressive piece has been cast in resin, then
given a metalized finish, which gives this bust
both the look and feel of antique bronze.
Measures a full 63⁄4" x 51⁄2" x 13".
#805190…$84.95

Roman Pugio
A wood hilt is paired with a fully tempered high carbon steel blade. Complete
with a wood scabbard covered in leather with brass parts. Based on remains in
the British Museum. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. #401392…$94.95 q ✍
Overall-191⁄4" • Blade-121⁄4" long, 21⁄8" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt-1 lb.
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Circa
200 BC

Falcata
The inward curving blade delivers a tremendous blow and could split both shield and helmet. Considered to
be of Greek, or possibly Etruscan origin, this sword spread into Southern Russia and also Spain. It was in Spanish
hands that it was most feared by the Romans. The blade is made from high carbon steel. The handle is solid
brass. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. Comes with leather scabbard. #500062…$194.95 q ✍
Overall-251⁄4" • Blade-201⁄8" long, 21⁄4" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt.-2 lbs. 14 oz.

greek Spearhead
& Buttcap
(A)
(B)

(A) Spearhead-The Greek Hoplite’s principal weapon was “the
long shadowed spear.” It was a weapon that
varied in length from 6-18 feet, and could be used both as spear
and pike. The earlier versions were made of bronze, but iron,
once it was available, became the material of choice.
#600074…$44.95
Overall-16" • Blade-11" long, 23⁄4" wide • Wt.-1 lbs. 4 oz.

(B) Buttcap-protects the shaft and keeps it from splintering,
and gives balance for the spear. #600036…$21.95
Overall-81⁄2" • Wt.-1 lbs. 4 oz.

Grecian Warship
From the mythological battles of Troy, to
the fleets of Athenian ships that controlled the Aegean, Greek sailing vessels
have played a huge part in shaping the
ancient world. The attention to detail on
this piece is wonderful, making this scale
model one of the finest we have ever
found. From the strong men manning the
multiple rows of oars, to the carved
wooden detail and massive sail, this will
make quite a statement in just about
any setting. Made of resin then finished
with an antique bronze finish. Comes
complete with a separate stand for
displaying. Measures 133⁄4". x 85⁄8". x 103⁄8".
#805151…$139.95

Alexander the Great Statue
This stunning statue is a tribute to one of the momentous leaders of the ancient
world, Alexander III of Macedonia, who is better known to the modern world
as Alexander the Great. Shown in his full battle armor, this powerful statue is
cast in resin, which has been metalized, giving it the true look and feel of
antique bronze. Measures 5" x 5" x 111⁄2". #805191…$79.95

Vambraces
Made from heavy grade
leather and though thick,
are easy and comfortable
to wear. Good for a large
variety of outfits.
#200852…$44.95
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The Gotland Sword
During the so-called Dark Ages, there were many advances in metallurgy, and better swords were being produced. This slashing type pf sword was among the favorites
of the Vikings. Made by the smiths of Windlass Steelcrafts®, the blade is high carbon and features an extra-wide fuller running the entire length. The rugged wooded handle is large enough for even the biggest warrior hand, while the pommel and
guard have been finished in an antique copper. No detail has been overlooked
down to the peened tang and matching leather scabbard and shoulder baldric.
#501693…$324.95 q ✍
Overall-38" • Blade-31" long, 2" wide

•

Wt.-2 lbs.

Embossed Viking Helmet
Raised traditional dog designs embellish the
hinged cheek plates. 18 gauge steel has an
antiqued finish. Approx. 26" inner cir. with
an adjustable leather liner with chin strap.
Wt.-3 lbs. 12 oz. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #300386…$234.95

Twisted Iron
Horn Stand
This lovely stand will allow you to display or hold most normal size drinking
horns. Made of twisted blackened
wrought iron, it makes for a true
conversation piece. Measures 10" x 6".
#805098…$18.95

Viking
Throwing
Axe

Vikings were renowned
for their axe throwing.
This piece is beautifully
balanced for throwing,
and has a engraved knot
work dragon engraved into
the darkened solid steel head plus a stained hardwood
shaft. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. #601030…$49.95

Overall-191⁄2" • Blade-61⁄4" x 3" edge • Wt-2 lbs.

Replacement Handle-#804679…$6.95

Viking Stone Rune
Casting Set
Though the Vikings used runes for
their writing, a separate purpose developed
more in the magical sense. Once cast, they
can be interpreted to find “something,
secret hidden,” which is the meaning of the
word Rune. This set is made of highly polished obsidian stone, each with the carved
and painted rune emblazoned. Comes with
25 stones approx. 1" each; 24 rune stones
and 1 blank stone. Includes a black
velveteen drawstring bag. You can get on-line directions for rune casting at:
https://www.instructables.com/id/How-To-Read-Runes. #805169…$24.95
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SEAX

The lobed pommel and guard are brass. Wood grip is studded with brass tacks, for a very secure
and comfortable grip. Blade is etched on both sides, flat ground, and capable of taking and holding a razor sharp edge. Leather sheath riveted and laced like the originals, has two thong slots.
Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. #401022…$139.95 q
CIRCA 750 • Overall-19" • Blade-13" long, 15⁄8" wide, 1⁄8" thick • Wt.-1 lb.
The remnants of this Seax can be seen in the British Museum.

Viking Throwing Spear
This tough spearhead is both sturdy and deadly. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts® of high carbon
steel the open socket fits a 11⁄4" round pole (not included but available at most home center
stores) and has two attachment holes for a secure fit. Measures: Overall: 243⁄4" Blade Length:
131⁄2". Blade Width: 17⁄8". Weight: 1 lb. 6 oz. #601055…$49.95

Viking Thanes Pouch
Everyone, be he noble or peasant, needed a pouch
to carry their money or other worldly possession,
while traveling. This gorgeous leather and suede
pouch can hold your possessions, such as a cell
phone, wallet or ID, when attending an event or
fair. Once the sturdy strap is unbuckled, the suede
interior sports a leather drawstring for even more
security. Two brass icons of a dark ages long ship
adorn the sturdy black leather flap. The leather
loops can support up to a 2" belt. Available in
Red, Green or Blue suede. Pouch measures 71⁄2"
wide by 6" tall. Overall height is 81⁄2".
#201626…$34.95

Woolen Viking Tunics
This heavy tunic is quite accurate to the time period and makes a great addition to any Viking ensemble. Made of a rich wool blend, the sleeves, collar
and hem have been accented with a Nordic design
trim. Dry clean only. Available in Brown, Crimson
or Grey. S/M., L/XL or XXL. Belts not included.
#100804…$88.95 each
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Ashdown Viking Sword

In 871 AD, the young Prince Alfred valiantly lead the army of Wessex in a glorious victory against a large invading Danish army. This sword signifies the main
weapon used in this now decisive battle. Windlass Steelcrafts® has forged this
sword from high carbon steel. The full, extra-wide fuller makes the blade light
and deadly. The crossguard has been lavishly decorated with raised knot work
and both it and the pommel have been darkened to a forge finish. Soft worn
leather covers the lamed wooden grip. A matching period leather scabbard
with belt is included, which has a highly decorative metal shoe.
#501561…$324.95 q ✍
Overall-37" • Blade-31", 17⁄8" wide • Wt-2 lbs. 9 oz.

Odin’s Raven
Pendant
This bold pendant is a tribute to Odin’s
pet ravens, Huginn and Muninn. The
pendant shows a raven in flight with
fine knotwork filling the interior. It is
made of a darkened fine pewter, with
the surface polished for a stunning
look. The runes on the back read as,
wealth, strength, chaos, divine, journey, knowledge, gift, joy. Comes with a
32" silver chain with clasp. The pendant arrives in a small wooden box with
slide-open lid. Pendant measures 23⁄4" x 11⁄2". #201615…$24.95

Norseman Helmet
This lavish helmet would be perfect for a
Viking chieftain. Made of 18-gauge steel
and brass, this helm is of the Gjermundbu
type, excavated in 1943. However, a more
opulent amount of detail has gone into this
masked helmet, making it a real showpiece.
Comes with a soft, cloth adjustable liner
attached to the inside. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #300550…$179.95

Carved
Viking
Dragon Horn
Separate yourself from the other thanes with this truly elaborate
drinking horn. This amazing horn has been intricately carved with a
knotwork dragon and decorations and surrounded with Viking runes
giving the warrior strength and safe passage. Since this is natural horn
product, color and surface patterns may vary. Comes with a suede
belt holster and carry bag. Measures approximately 131⁄2".
#805165…$34.95

Ragnar
Horn Necklace
Hand-carved and formed from real horn, this necklace consists
of a corded string of black horn beads, leading into two mighty
curved horns and a flattened trapezoidal pendant. All pieces
have been brought to a high polish. A stunning addition to
almost any Viking ensemble. Rear of necklace has an adjustable
beaded cord, allowing for a variety of lengths. Note: this necklace is made of a natural product, so color and tone may vary
slightly from piece to piece. Necklace measures 36" in circumference at its widest opening. #201574…$34.95
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Ulfberht Sword
Our reproduction of this famous sword has the etchings on both sides of our blade
and are copied exactly warts and all. The blade is forged of high carbon steel (actually better than the original) and it is beautifully balanced. The grip is wood wrapped
with soft black leather. The stout crossguard is steel, as is the pommel, which is of
the Brazil nut shape, which was quite popular at the time, both with Vikings and the
rest of Europe. Comes complete with a matching scabbard. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #500864…$244.95 q ✍
Overall-353⁄4" • Blade-301⁄4" long, 21⁄8" wide • Wt-3 lbs.

CROSS-OVER CLOAK

Traverse the countryside or take a hero’s journey wearing this rugged hooded cloak. Made of
a heavy weave 100% cotton, the cross-over
closure with wooden buttons will keep this
cloak secure around you. Measures
48" from nape of neck to hem. One size. Order
Grey, Red or Green. #101724…$99.95

Freya Horn Necklace
We have created a lovely necklace to honor
Freya, the Norse goddess of love. This stunning piece has been carved by hand of real, natural horn. The necklace consists of five stunning
pentagrams of layered, golden horn. These are held
in place by a string of black, horn beads. Rear
of necklace has a screw attachment for a secure closure. Note: this necklace is made of a natural product, so
color and tone may vary slightly from piece to piece.
Measures 7" wide with a 20" opening. #201573…$34.95

Viking Horn Mug
This small cup is bad to the bone, literally! Hand formed
from real horn, this cup has an unusual triangular shape
and sports a handle, too. Note: Real horn is a natural
product and no two finishes will look alike. Holds 8 oz.
(one cup). Measures approx. 4" x 3" x 21⁄8".
#804918…$14.95
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Damascus
Raider Knife
This stunning piece has a wide, high
carbon Damascus blade and is complimented with a polished hardwood
grip, which fits perfectly in your hand.
The dagger has been expertly adorned
with silver and brass filigree work, decorated with fine brass-headed nails and capped with an antique brass pommel cap. Brown
leather scabbard with belt loop, included. #403915…$74.95
Overall-121⁄2" • Blade-7" long, 15⁄8" wide, 1⁄8" thick • Wt.-12 oz.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

Spearheads and Butt Caps
All spearheads and butt caps are hand forged of a tough, high carbon steel by Windlass Steelcrafts®.
(A) Hewing Spear-Blade is 3⁄16" thick x 21⁄2" wide and 13" long. 191⁄2" overall. Socket will fit a 11⁄4" round pole
(not supplied). #600062…$39.95
(B) Viking Spear- Spearhead includes a 41⁄2" steel socket. 91⁄4" long spear head is 2" wide and 3⁄16" thick. 143⁄4"
overall. Wt.-1 lb. Pole not included. #600050…$44.95
(C) Long Bladed Hewing Spear-High carbon steel blade. 25" overall, blade 16" long, 21⁄4" wide. Pole not
included. #600444…$44.95
Butt Caps-Made of mild steel, and give an improved appearance as well as balancing the spear. $24.95 Each
(D) Round Ended-47⁄8" overall. Wt.-8 oz. #600226
(E) Flat Ended-5" overall. Wt.-8 oz. #600248

Viking Leather
Coin Pouch
The simple construction allows for a simple drawstring to secure the pouch and
then allows it to be tied to a belt or
saddle. Pouch also includes 8 Viking
coins, finished in silver, copper and gold
flashings. Made of brown leather and
measures 10" round, when opened.
#804151…$24.95

Feasting
Utensils

Our set of spoon, knife and fork fits into a tie-fold open belt
pouch for a great combo that is easy to take along to the fair, picnic or campout. Comes with leather pouch (not sold separately).
#800438…$49.95
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Leif Erikson Sword
This famous son of Erik the Red is credited as the first Viking ever to reach the
shores of North America. This remarkable sword, made by the craftsmen at
Windlass Steelcrafts®, is a testament to that noble seafarer. The high carbon steel
blade has a wide fuller, making this sword perfect for battle. Pommel and guard have
been lavishly sculpted with sea dragons and intricate knotwork, making this a true
beauty of a piece. Wooden grip has been covered in black leather and three knotwork
rings. The sword comes with a black leather scabbard with equally stunning hardware
and a leather baldric belt. #501651…$329.95 q ✍
Overall-371⁄2" • Blade-291⁄2" long, 27⁄8" wide • Wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz.

Copper Age Knife
A knife similar to this was found with the earliest mummy unearthed in
Europe. It appears early man knew a thing or two about knives, this is an
excellent little companion. Although inspired by the “iceman”, ours has a
few modern updates - high carbon steel blade with rough forged finish,
and hard wood handle with real copper wire wrap. Includes leather neck
sheath with adjustable thong. 53⁄4" overall, 21⁄2" blade. #404438…$49.95

Dragon
Drinking Horn
This genuine horn goblet is handmade, with carved dragon scales and
deep etched lines making this a spectacular drinking vessel! This is a genuine natural horn product, so colors
may vary slightly. Hand wash only.
Measures Approx. 11" with a 3"
opening. Comes with a black suede
belt holster. #804521…$39.95

(A)

(B)

(C)

Viking
Dragon
Torcs
Our torcs date to the time of the ancient Celts and the Vikings.
Each are hand-made of a semi-flexible wire cord, allowing for an
easy fit. The ends have been cast and depict fierce
dragon heads. Measures appx. 21" in circumference. Choose
from 3 antiqued colors. #201631…$59.95 each
(A) Antique Copper
(B) Antique Silver • (C) Antique Brass

C ARVED B ONE F ISH W HISTLE

Mighty Vikings would spend their time carving bone into little works of art. This is a great example of
their handiwork. Hand-carved from real bone, this beautiful piece resembles a fish. It has been made
to function as a high-pitch whistle, too! #804925…$7.95
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Circa
850

Damascus Viking Sword
This sword has a lobed pommel loved by the Norsemen. The early style blade is wellsuited to the quick, slashing blows of the Viking warrior. Our version is made by
Windlass Steelcrafts® of high carbon Damascus steel like the originals. The blade is polished with the fuller etched to show the Damascus construction of the blade.
Pommel and crossguard are steel. Grip is leather wrapped wood. Scabbard is wood
covered in leather with steel mounts. #500262…$449.95 q ✍
Overall-36" • Blade-313⁄8" long, 13⁄4" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt.-2 lbs.

Can be seen in “Records Of The Medieval Sword” on pg. 83 by Ewart Oakeshott.

(A)

(B)

(C)

King Size Drinking Horns
These massive real drinking horns are sure to get you
noticed! Each come with a leather frog to carry on your
belt, along with a hand-forged iron stand to use while
drinking or display. These are natural horn products, so
color and size may vary slightly.
(A) Loki’s Drinking Horn-Approx. 17"-21" overall.
#805105…$49.95
(B) Thor’s Drinking Horn-Approx. 22"-25" overall.
#805106…$59.95
(C) Odin’s Drinking Horn-Approx. 26"-30" overall.
#805107…$89.95

Viking Shield

This finished shield has been prestained
a dark brown and has a steel boss, decorative strips and rim, all bolted on. The
back is covered in felt and has a grip and
arm strap. 1⁄2" thick by 29" round. Wt.-13
lbs. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®.
#801108…$174.95 ($14.95 addl. s/h)
Cannot be shipped by air

Back of shield

Horn Plate & Bowl
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This beautiful round bowl and edged plate are made of real natural horn and makes
a statement. Since horn is a natural product, every bowl and plate will have different
patterns than shown.
Plate-approximately 71⁄2" across. #804446…$14.95
Bowl-approximately 7" round. #804447…$14.95
Plate & Bowl SET-#804448…$24.95

Dragon Viking Axe
Our example displays a Viking dragon knotwork motif.
This is the perfect size for one handed combat in conjunction with a shield. The decorated head is tempered
steel and the shaft is from a good hardwood. A great
choice to finish out your Viking gear. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #600796…$74.95
Overall 261⁄4" • Wt.-1 lb. 12 oz.
Blade 7" long, 43⁄4" wide, 3⁄16" thick

Viking Noble Tunic
Made of heavy 100% cotton, both tunics have a
natural, wide edging at the collar and bottom of
the garment, along with period trim on the
sleeves and hem. A side slit at the waist makes for
great maneuverability. Lace-up front. Order
either steel blue or rust orange. S/M, L/XL &
XXL. #101639…$119.95

Viking Raven Pewter Pendant
Our stunning pendant is made of pewter and has been antiqued to bring out all of
the details of both the raven and the runes, which surround it on the circular band.
The runes are the first runic inscriptions and consist of 24 letters known as
Futhark. Measures 2" in diameter. Includes a 30" black leather thong with
screw clasp and a small velveteen drawstring carry pouch.
#201610…$29.95

Norseman Belt
This amazing belt is made of soft, interlaced leather and
is capable of sheathing almost any Viking sword and dagger. This adaptable belt comes in one size but has a wide
range of adjustability, from fitting a 34" to 42" waist comfortably, utilizing both a front and rear lace-up tying and
sliding belt. The outside has been given a distressed finish, for a more authentic look. #101720…$88.95
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The Suontaka Viking Sword

Our stunning version of this piece features a highly detailed knot work pommel,
guard, grip band and inserts. All have been lavishly plated in rich copper. The tough
1085 high carbon steel blade has a full tang and is fully tempered, then peened over
the pommel. The sword comes complete with a rich leather scabbard and matching
copper fittings and sports a baldric for wearing this powerful piece. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #501472…$349.95 q ✍
Overall-37" • Blade-303⁄4" x 13⁄4" • Wt-3 lbs. 1 oz.

Leather Vendel
Viking Helmet
This beautiful leather helmet is a
copy of the Viking Gjermundbu
type, worn during the Dark Ages,
which was a style normally made of
riveted iron. This version, however,
is made of dark brown, high-grade
leather, which has been handformed and riveted in the same
manner as it’s ancestor. This
unlined helmet is sized to fit almost
every head and will accept whatever
type of lining you chose to place
within it. One size.
#300551…$64.95

Thor’s Hammer
Signet Ring

Made of fine pewter, this impressive ring shows
the Viking icon of Thor’s legendary hammer
Mjolnir on the front, with intricate knotwork
displayed on the side. The ring has been
antiqued to truly show off all the stunning
detail. Includes a drawstring ring bag for
storage. Available in ring sizes 10 or 12 only. #201616…$24.95

Padded Shirt
A lace-up cotton gambeson that can be
worn as a stand alone garment or as an
undershirt with our leather jerkin. The
sleeves are decorated with a nordic/celtic
string design. Dry clean. S/M, L/XL or XXL.
#100766...$59.95

Viking Horn Tankard
This very large spectacular tankard is made of
real horn and is safe for drinking. Note: Real
horn is a natural product and no two finishes will
look alike. Holds 2 pints (36 oz.) Measures
approx. 6" x 4". #804919…$29.95
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From the 1982 blockbuster motion picture,
Conan the Barbarian, comes this officially licensed collec- (A)
tion of swords. Hand-forged from 1085 high carbon steel
and tempered to 52 HRC for strength. Full tang. Expertly
reproduced by the master craftsmen at Windlass
Steelcrafts®, as exact replicas of the swords used on screen.
Comes with a Certificate of Authenticity. All swords
can be expertly sharpened.
(A) The Father’s Sword-#884017…$349.95 q

(B)

(C)

Overall-38 1/2" • Blade-29" long • Wt.-6 lbs. 1 oz.

(B) The Atlantean Sword-#884016…$349.95 q
Overall-38 7/8" • Blade-281/8" long • Wt.-8 lbs. 6 oz.

(C) Valeria’s Sword-#884018…$249.95 q
Overall-38" • Blade-27" long • Wt.-4 lbs. 2 oz.

(D)

(E)

(F)

CONAN
MINIATURE
SWORD LETTER
OPENERS

Exact scaled replicas are sized
perfectly for display. Cast in
solid metal and plated for a
handsome adventure worn look. Made in Spain. Comes
packaged in wooden display box. Overall 61/4".
(D) Atlantean-#884020…$29.95
(E) Father’s-#884021…$29.95
(F) Valeria’s-#884022…$29.95

© 2011 Conan Properties International LLC ("CPI"). CONAN,
CONAN THE BARBARIAN, HYBORIA are trademarks or
registered trademarks of CPI. All rights reserved. ROBERT
E. HOWARD is a trademark or registered trademark of
Robert E. Howard Properties Inc. Used with permission. All
rights reserved.

DRAGON CHEST TRINKET BOX

Dragon mythology lives in this elegant trinket box. Made of
resin, this intricate box has a resting dragon atop, while
relief elements of dragons rampant and Celtic knotwork
adorn the sides. The piece has been hand-finished, giving it
the look and feel of ancient stone. Two internal hinges
attach the lid to the box. Measures 61/2" x 4¼” x 71/4".
#805187…$36.95

Visit our website:
MuseumReplicas.com
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Windsong - The Sword of Kings
This powerful blade, made by Windlass Steelcrafts®, is a high carbon steel beauty! The
long blade has a wide fuller traveling almost its full length. This two-handed sword has
a regal lion’s face decorating the stone-shaped guard, which has been given an antique
finish along with the imposing matching pommel. The grip has been expertly wrapped
with a soft, blood-red leather for a good strong grip. This stunning sword comes with
a matching, blood-red leather covered wooden scabbard with an antique steel lion
head on its throat. #501558…$324.95 q ✍
Overall 465⁄8" • Blade-34" long. 21⁄4" wide • Handle Length 51⁄2" • Wt.-4 lbs. 5 oz.

The Beast Axe
Don’t let the size of this weapon fool you, it
is fast, deadly and can stave off a small
army. The steel shaft is decorated with rivets, while
the axe blade has been adorned with a blackened head of a roaring of a dragon. The grip has been wrapped with a soft, black
leather, allowing for a sure grasp. The blade of this axe comes presharpened! Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®. #601060…$119.95
Overall 22" • Blade-53⁄4" • Wt.-1 lb. 16 oz.

Warlock Long Vest
What warlock or adventurer would not
look so foreboding in this sleeveless
long vest? Made of a lightweight but
sturdy microfiber fabric, this garment features an
hour-glass cut, four strap closures with snaps and
modesty panel, waterfall dagged shoulders and an
adjustable belt in the back for a perfect fit. Black
only. Order S, M, L, XL, XXL. #101821…$179.95

Dragon Staplers
One of the cutest conversation pieces ever
offered for your home office. These full functional staplers have been decorated with a
resin dragon head and footer piece. These
pieces have been hand-finished giving you the
look and feel of a truly fierce dragon!
Available in either Blue or Green. Measures 6"
long and 3" high. and uses standard size metal
staples, not included. $19.95 each
Blue-#805159 • Green-#805160

Dragon Remover
Allow this snarling dragon to help you in your day-to-day office chores
by removing unwanted staples! This fully-functional stapler remover has
been decorated with hand-painted, resin parts, turning this item into a
mythical blue dragon for your desk. This piece would be the perfect addition to our Blue Dragon Desk Stapler, #805159. Measures 3" x 1" x 2"
high. #805185…$8.95
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SORCERER’S CLOAK
Made of a heavy weight, poly-cotton fabric with a mystical sheen.
A 2" wide embroidered silver metallic trim borders the front opening and generous pointed hood. A matching black cotton lining
finishes off this exquisite garment. A leather-mounted metal clasp
keeps this garment securely closed. Black only. Available in two
lengths: Regular-fits up to 6’ tall or Long – fits over 6’ tall.
#101692…$249.95

Golden Skull
Whether it was a lost treasure of the Knights Templar or some
sought-after prize of a leather jacketed archeologist, this life-sized
golden skull is quite a prize. Made of resin, this piece has been
given a metallized golden finish, giving it the look and feel of real
metal. Measures 71⁄2" x 51⁄2". #805068...$54.95

Dragon’s Tooth
Damascus Dagger
The wide, sharpened Damascus blade has a triangular bevel, giving it strength where it is needed. The
grey/black Pakkawood handle has a spiral design for a sure grip, while the matching pommel has a softened,
rounded appearance. Finally, ornately designed steel & brass filework spacers make this a true beauty. A
leather belt sheath with secure snap is included. #404218…$59.95
Overall 121⁄4" • Blade 71⁄8" long, 11⁄2" wide • Wt.-14 oz.

Shown with embroidery

(B)

(C)

(A)

Knightly Tabbards

Mail and
belts not
included.

(D)

A great simple costume for any event! Strong durable cotton fabric with a full
lining. These one-sized tunics are open on the sides and have a front and rear
split for great movement. Hand washable. #101056…$54.95 each
(A) Red/Black • (B) Blue/Black • (C) Red/Blue • (D) Yellow/Black

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

Embroidered
Tabbards

(A)-(D) can be embroidered with one of the designs (E)-(H). #101712…$79.95 each
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Ranger Tunics
These tunics are made of strong, durable denim fabric,
perfect for re-enactment. These tunics have a slit in the
front, back and sides. Four heavy-duty clasps are seen
down the front for a secure closure. In addition, our
expert embroidery department can apply any of our
readied designs (Cross, Fleur de Lis, Chaos Cross
or Skull) to the front. Tunics available in Black
or Brown. Sizes S/M or L/XL.
Plain
#101689…$94.95 each
Embroidered
#101705…$119.95 each

See pg 11 for our solid Medieval
tunics, which can be embroidered

(A)
(A) Red Cross
of the Templars

(B)
(B) Golden
Fleur de Lis

Embroidered items
cannot be returned.

(C)
(C) Red Chaos
Cross

(D)
(D) Steel
Skull

Raven
Claw
This wicked knife’s hilt is cast metal and the deadly blade is blackened to a
deep black luster. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts® . Includes metal and
leather scabbard. #401472…$109.95 q
Overall-191⁄2" • Blade-131⁄4" long, 11⁄2" wide, 3⁄16" thick • Wt-1 lb.

Dragon Hunter Axe
Forged of 1085 hand forged steel head, spike
and socket. It has a genuine leather grip, with
faux braid pattern over solid wood shaft.
Features individually hand turned steel spikes,
which create a true and nasty 360 degrees mace
pommel. Made by Windlass Steelcrafts®.
#600896…$94.95
Overall-311⁄2" • Face-91⁄4", 11⁄2" wide • Wt.-2 lbs. 12 oz.

Hyperion Dragon Statue
This striking sculpture is based upon artwork by fantasy
illustrator, Ruth Thompson. This impressive red dragon has
landed and is perched upon a cave housing a large crystal.
The detail on this piece is simply amazing! The stone cave
sparkles in shades of crimson and glitter. As an extra
bonus, the crystal is electronic and lights in changing
multi-colors. It’s an awesome way to add some real magic
to your home decor. Requires two AA batteries, not
included. Measures 131⁄2" x 51⁄2" x 187⁄8". #805156…$89.95
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WINGED GRIFFIN AXE

Nothing is more feared in fantasy realms than the winged griffin. These
imposing beasts form the blades of this fearsome double-bladed short axe.
Made by the craftsmen of Windlass Steelcrafts®, the blades are made of
high carbon steel and expertly sharpened to a razor finish. This
all-metal axe has a sharp point at its head and the entire body has
been blackened to a midnight finish. A suede-wrapped handle allows
for a firm grip while wielding this in battle. #601056...$89.95
Overall 261⁄2" • Blade Head: 51⁄2" • Width: 81⁄4" • Wt.-2 lb. 8 oz.

VAMPIRE SLAYER
COFFIN BOX

It looks like an ordinary coffin box from
the outside but lift the lid and you’ll find
quite the arsenal. A hammer, a stake, a
bible, a cross, holy water and religious
artifacts are inside. Place your special trinkets among these for safe keeping. Made of
resin then hand painted for the ultimate realism. Note: internal items are molded in place
and are not removable. Measures 81⁄9" x 31⁄5" x
21⁄5". #805150…$29.95

MERCENARY
OVER-VEST

This rugged over-vest looks great on its
own or coupled with almost any period
shirt. Made of a cotton canvas, it is accented with faux black leather and a lace-up
front. Side zipper allows for a quick on and
off. Metal “D” rings accentuate the front,
giving it a truly heroic look. Black only.
S/M(chest 391⁄2"), M/L(chest 421⁄2"),
L/XL(chest 453⁄4"). #101740…$183.95

MERCENARY SHIRT

This is a truly versatile shirt and can be
used for a wide variety of ensembles. Two
working antique brass zippers are at the
shoulders, which create a mock turtleneck collar. Laced grommet sleeves
give this black shirt a really rugged
look. There are three-tiered faux
leather details at the elbows finishing off this great top, which looks
stunning when worn with our
Mercenary Over Vest #101740
(above). 100% cotton. Available
in two sizes S/M or M/L.
#101782…$79.95
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Victorian Lab Coat
This style coat was all the rage with mad scientists in Victorian
times. Made of heavy white denim, this full-length overcoat
features large black snaps running along the neck, shoulders,
wrists and down the front. An adjustable belt and buckle at
the rear, allows for adjustability. White only. Sizes S/M or
L/XL. #101739…Reg. $104.95…Catalog Special $99.95

Truth Serum
Decanter
This Victorian era decanter holds
up to 34 oz. of your favorite beverage and is made of hand-blown
laboratory glass with mirror-finish
gold lettering and glass stopper.
Measures 71⁄4" high.
#804636…$19.95

Midnight
Wolf
Long Coat
Made of three-quarter inch pinstripe
patterned material,
this long coat features a large brocade notched collar, lapels and cuffs, which have a
fine looping detail. In addition, the front has eight double-breasted filigree metal buttons, with heavy-duty hook & eye closures. Three faux
adjustable belts decorate each side. A long kick pleat opening in the
back allows for ease of movement. Working notch side pockets.
Cotton poly blend. Black only. M, L, XL, or XXL.
#101789...$219.95

Skypirate
Fingerless
Gloves
These intricate gloves are
made of a tough denim and
have zippers, belts and snaps
for an excellent fit. Plus, the
fingerless design gives them
that truly cool steampunk
look. Order distressed grey
or distressed brown. S/M or
L/XL. #101811...$64.95

Lifesize
Human Skull
This skull is so realistic, you’ll
need to make sure none of
your family members are missing! Made of resin, this piece
has been expertly finished to look like real, aged bone. The detail is
amazing! This piece is perfect for your mad scientist lab or just as a
great conversation piece for your desk. No lower jaw. Measures 75⁄8" L
x 47⁄8" W x 51⁄2" H . #805069...$34.95
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Sword Canes & Walking Sticks
From the master craftsmen at Windlass Steelcrafts® comes this truly stunning line. Each style is available as
either a hidden bladed sword cane (Cannot ship to AR, CA, MA, NY and Canada) or a standard walking
stick (these are legal in all States.) All blades are high-carbon steel.
(A) Gambler’s Sword Cane or Walking Stick-37" overall.
Sword Cane-151⁄2" spike. #601019…$179.95 • Walking Stick-#804712…$89.95
(B) Victorian Sword Cane or Walking Stick-37" overall.
Sword Cane-17" blade. #600970…$94.95 • Walking Stick-#804711…$54.95
(C) On Her Majesty’s Service Sword Cane or Walking Stick-38" overall.
Sword Cane-201⁄8" blade. #601007…$168.95 • Walking Stick-#804714…$98.95
(D) Fisted Sword Cane or Walking Stick-37" overall.
Sword Cane-14" spike. #601020…$118.95 • Walking Stick-#804710…$59.95
(E) Phantom Walking Stick-38" overall. #804708…$59.95
(F) Captain Nemo Sword Cane or Walking Stick-371⁄2" overall.
Sword Cane-201⁄8" blade. #601032…$118.95 • Walking Stick-#804707…$59.95

Please check our website for multiple photos and detailed descriptions of each.
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R ED Q UEEN C OAT

Make that stunning entrance at any party or event this season wearing this sensational coat. Made of a vibrant red
polyester and viscose, this long coat has large lace detail at
the cuffs, swirling trim patterns at the base of the long oversleeves as well as long black fringe. In addition, the coat
sports black piping and a lace-up back for a streamline fit.
Faux fur lines the generous hood. Red only. Available in
sizes S, M, L, or XL. #101779…$219.95

M INA
S HIRT

Made of crisp white fabric with a
lace-trimmed six-button front,
a pin-tucked bodice and
white lace and ruffle
detail at the hem. A high
collar with ruffle, gathered sleeve into a lace
& ruffle cuff give this
shirt true distinction.
In addition, an
adjustable three-layer
jabot with a dark
metal chained brooch
is included. 100%
polyester. S, M, L,
or XL. #101783
…Reg. $89.95…
Closeout $79.95

UNION JACK FLAG

Limited
Quantities

The Union Jack design was derived from a Royal proclamation following the union of Great Britain and Ireland in 1801. Our colorful flag
measures 3' x 5' and is made of indoor/outdoor nylon with grommets.
#804415…$11.95

VICTORIAN
SCORPION
PENDANT

This silver metal pendant
has been embedded with
an acrylic stone housing
the body of an actual black
scorpion. 18" vinyl thong
with adjustable clasp
included. Measures 11⁄2". x
11⁄4". #201564…$11.95

VICTORIAN SWALLOWTAIL COAT

You’ll be all set for a night at the opera in this gorgeous swallowtail coat! Made of black polyester velvet,
the coat features a hidden zipper front closure, a large
ornate closing frog on the front and embroidered and
printed detail on the collar, lapels, cuffs and rear belt.
Detailed metal buttons. S, M, L, or XL.
#101771…$139.95
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COMMANDANT CLOAK

Worn by both military and civilians alike, cloaks of this style were in fashion
for more than a hundred years. This long cloak can be worn a variety of
diferent ways both open and closed due to the 24 metal buttons sewn on
the outside. The soft, black 100% cotton makes this great to wear during
many inside or outside events. Measures 62" in length from the nape of
the neck to the bottom hem. One size. #101773...$179.95

Gold

Silver

BIRMINGHAM BROCADE VEST

This exquisite, form-fitting Victorian vest is a wonderful
addition to just about any formal gentleman’s ensemble. Made
of a rich, polyester brocade fabric, the vest features a doublebreasted front with ten metal buttons total. This is a vest that
would certainly make Dorian Gray jealous. Choose Red, Gold or
Silver brocade. S, M, L, or XL. #101772...$119.95

BANK STREET TOP HAT

Walk the streets of London or even your next
steampunk event wearing this fine top hat. Expertly
made of 100% wool felt, this hat features a wide
matching band and colorful feathers. A truly
beautiful hat at an affordable price. Order hat
sizes M (71⁄4"), L (71⁄2"), XL (73⁄4"). Grey or Black.
#201645…$55.95

DE SADE SHIRT

This truly elaborate shirt will make you the envy of every man on
the streets of Paris or at least at your next cosplay event. Made of
a soft, black polyester, this shirt is sure to stun with its pleated
collar and shoulders, long stylized ruffle front, accented trims and
ruffled cuffs. Available in three sizes: S/M, L/XL or 2XL/3XL.
Black only. #101822…$124.95

DE SADE VEST

If you have been looking for
that special, short-cut waistcoat,
this one is a real stunner. Made
from a rich, 100% polyester
jacquard fabric, this vest features
a detailed trim at the shoulders,
as well down the front. Five
antique golden clasps keep this
garment closed. Looks truly
amazing when coupled with our
De Sade shirt. M, L, XL and
2XL. Black only.
#101823…$109.95
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Slayer Hooded Cloak
In the realms of fantasy, no other garment is as written about as much
as the cloak. This particular cloak is so versatile since the hood and
cape are separate pieces, allowing it to be worn a variety of different
ways. Buckles and straps not only hold this garment firmly in place but
offers an ominous look, too. Poly cotton blend. Black
Only. One main size and also available in XXL
#101820…$159.95

Knight
Helmet
Goblet

Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-883-8838

This code is important for your order.

®

A Division of ATLANTA CUTLERY CORP.
Box 839 • Conyers, GA 30012
www.museumreplicas.com

Museum Replicas Limited ™

What a perfect vessel for your
Round Table or just your
kitchen. This goblet is shaped
like a medieval knight’s
visored helm and its stem
resembles darkened mail. It is
made of resin and has a
removable stainless steel
inner cup for easy cleaning.
Holds 7 oz. of your favorite
beverage. Measures 71⁄2" tall.
#805198…$19.95

Horn Viking
Shot Glasses
Salute the Viking gods of Valhalla every time you
make a toast using these unique, horn shot glasses.
Made of real animal horn, these beautiful pieces
have been hand-made into safe, functional barware and have the Celtic knotwork version of
Thor’s hammer carved onto the front. Each measure approximately 2" high and holds between 1.25
and 1.5 US fluid oz. Note: Since these are natural
horn product, colors and patterns may vary from
the glasses shown. #805119…$24.95
THIS CATALOG IS PRINTED IN THE U.S.A.

Box 839
Conyers, Georgia 30012-0840

Museum Replicas Limited ™

Name _______________________
Address _____________________
City ________________________
State ________ Zip ___________

(A)

(B)

Double Dragon Goblet
A goblet truly worthy of the evil Morgan le Fay.
This resin goblet has been expertly sculpted
featuring two winged dragons guarding a
human skull. The piece has been beautifully
painted to look like stone with a blood red inlay.
A removable stainless steel cup is inserted,
making it super-easy for clean-up. Measures
63⁄4" tall with a 3" diameter. #805077…$19.95

Windlass ® Rustblocker
Fight the high cost of rust with the same vapor phase corrosion
inhibitors (VpCl) developed for the military. The metal seeking vapors in
Windlass Rustblocker form an invisible multi layer of electro-chemical
inhibitors that seal metal against the air and moisture. Easy spray-on
application removes dirt & grime and seals bare metal for long lasting
protection. Perfect for all metal products including knives, swords, axes,
firearms or any metal part requiring cleaning and corrosion protection.
#801488...$11.95 No express shipping.

Steel Vambraces
These steel lower arm guards are nicely formed
and lined with leather. Straps on the inner arm
adjust to fit just about anyone. 91⁄4" x 61⁄4".
Wt.-1 lb. 10 oz. Made by Windlass
Steelcrafts®. #300348…$68.95/Pair

Knights of the
Third Crusade Statue
Made of resin and have been elaborately painted. Both measure 111⁄2" in height. $28.95 each
(A) Templar…#804622
(B) Hospitaller…#804623

Helm of Awe
Pendant
This symbol is known
as the Helm of Awe
and was known to be
both magical and
powerful. The Norse
warriors used this
rune to ward against
both physical and
mental dangers. The
disc has the symbol
embossed on its face
with a golden finish
applied, then has a smoked transparent enamel glaze added to bring out the detail. Made in
England of fine British pewter. Comes complete
with a 26" leather thong. Measures approx. 1.6"
x 1.4". #201636...$29.95
PLEASE PUT
STAMP HERE
Post Office
Will Not Deliver
Postage
Due Mail

Prices subject to change without notice.
We are not responsible for typographical errors.
Printed in the U.S.A.

Drinking
Horn of Jarl
This magnificent real horn is a feast for
the eyes. The rim is edged with brass
Viking knotwork, while the tip has been
decorated with a Norse dragonhead.
This is a genuine natural horn product, so colors
may vary slightly. Comes with adjustable, leather
belt holster. Hand wash only. Measures approx.
14" long. #804518…$35.95

Wessex Flag
A gorgeous, 3' x 5' nylon indoor/outdoor flag
with grommets. This design of the Coat of
arms was attributed by medieval heralds to the
Kings of Wessex. #804413...$11.95

Knife, Sword & Gun Care Kit
The set features the famous polishing paste that
works miracles on metals, plastic & fiberglass
surfaces, specially formulated stainless steel &
chrome polish, Speed Waxx® protectant that protects
like nothing weʼve seen and wonʼt dull your surface
finish. Plus a 12" x 12" specially designed, super soft
and absorbent microfiber cloth for easy application.
#801920…$24.95

(A)
(C)

(B)

Viking Combs
These amazing horn and bone combs are hand carved the exact way Viking and medieval
people did for centuries. Note: Real horn is a natural product and no two finishes will look
alike. $12.95 Each
(A) Darkened Horn Viking Comb-Measures 5" x 1½". #804924
(B) Bone Viking Comb-Measures 53⁄4" x 15⁄16". #804923
(C) Viking Voyage Comb-Measures 43⁄4" overall. Comb 33⁄4" x 1". #804922

Huntsman Leather Vambraces
These top-grade leather vambraces are perfect for a
variety of period ensembles. The black leather has
been stitched and accentuated with color leather
accent pieces. Measures 10” tall by 10 ¼” wide flattened. Comes with soft cotton cording for securing.
Black/Brown or Black/Green. #201627...$34.95

Wizard’s
Study
Trinket Box
This Legendary tales of
these magical men abound
throughout history. Their spell books and trinkets
gave them powers greater than mortal men. This
quirky trinket box encapsulates all of these magical icons into one piece. Remove the top lid and
you can hide away any of your most secret little
treasures. Made of resin with an antique bronze
metalized finish and accented with colorful
translucent washes. Measures 45⁄7" x 4” x 45⁄7".#805149…$33.95

Brown Medieval Long Belt
Made of a thick, top grain leather, it is
richly adorned with antiqued and polished
brass accents, buckles and belt tip. The extra
long length (approx. 70") makes it not only
historically accurate, but wearable by just
about any sized man. One size.
#200672...$94.95

Nordic Mora Knife
The Windlass Steelcrafts® Mora knife is heavily influenced by the Swedish knives we fell in
love with on a trip to Scandinavia. Tough X46Cr13 high-grade stainless steel mirror polished
52RC blade and famous Scandinavian bevel for a keen edge. Solid brass guard provides just
a bit of protection but doesnʼt hinder field dressing. The handle is bone and a hardwood. The
subtle contouring is very comfortable and feels like an extension of your hand. Includes leather
belt sheath. Comes in a faux fur lined box. A great all-around knife for any outdoor task.
Overall-48". Blade-33⁄4". #404364…$69.95

Knights Templar Journal

Back

Document your adventures in this gorgeous full
leather journal. The outside has been lavishly
embossed with period flourishes with the
Templar cross emblazoned on the front, while
the seal of this immortal order fills the back. 240
pages with an antique brass latch. Measures 5"
x 7" x 11⁄4". #804951…$29.95

Egill’s Torc Pendant
You can unleash your inner Viking when you wear this torc pendant.
Based on this traditional piece of jewelry worn by Viking men, this
miniature version depicts the twisted wire design using black and
copper wire. The ends have the distinctive long ship dragon heads
on each end. Made in England of fine British pewter. Comes complete with a 26" leather thong. Measures approx. 1.6" x 1.5"
201634…$28.95

(15 numbers)

Amex or Discover

U. S. Funds Money Order Only

(13-16 numbers)

Zip

(Apt. #)

Please Sign Your Name Here

I AM AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE:

Cardholder’s Signature

Security Code

Qty Color Size

Description

Price
Each

Total
Price

Next Day AM
$
Next Day PM
2 Day Economy
Expedited (3-5 days)

35.00
25.00
15.00
8.00

Additional Air Per Package

(*Call for additional air charges)
(Orders can only be shipped
to one address)

Order Total
Under 30 lbs.
Up to $25
$ 6.95
$25.01 to $50
9.95
$50.01 to $75
10.95
$75.01 to $100
12.95
$100.01 to $200
17.95
$200.01 to $400
19.95
$400.01 to $600
24.95
$600.01 to $800
29.95
$800.01 to $1000
34.95
$1000.01 to $2000 FREE

Domestic Ground
Freight Charges

Delivery Charges:

Gift
Certificates
Available

CO, GA,
IA, IL,
IN, KY,
LA, MD,
ME, MI,
MN, NC,
NJ, NV
OK, UT,
WA, WI

Current
Sales
Tax

14-141⁄2
34-36
28-30
321⁄2-33

Neck
Chest
Waist
Sleeve

15-151⁄2
38-40
32-34
331⁄2-34

16-161⁄2
42-44
36-38
341⁄2-35

Medium Large

18-181⁄2
50-52
44-46
361⁄2-37

2XL

Small
Neck
5/6
7/8
Chest 32-33 33-34
Waist
24-25 25-26
Sleeve 34-35 35-36

Size

9/10
34-35
26-27
36-37

11/12
35-36
27-28
38-39

Medium

13/14
37-38
29-30
39-41

15/16
38-39
30-31
41-42

Large

Women’s Sizes:

Try Our Sharpening Service

17-171⁄2
46-48
40-42
351⁄2-36

XL

XL
18
20
40-41 42-43
32-33 34-35
43-44 45-46

Before Sealing Envelope,
Please Be Sure to:

–Write or print your name & complete address clearly.
–Give correct item numbers and description.
–Check your multiplication & addition.

–Select how you want your order shipped.
–Enclose check or money order or enter charge card
number in spaces provided.

We can sharpen some of the swords and daggers you purchase from us. These items already come with an edge, but many customers want the edge to be extremely sharp. We can sharpen your sword for you before we ship your order – please, donʼt send
in swords for sharpening. The charge is $18 per sword and $15 per dagger. (Sorry, sharpening not available on all products –
please check when ordering. Rapier blades, for instance, cannot be sharpened because they are too thick in relation to width to
accommodate a sharp edge). Please call our toll free number or mark your order form clearly as to which items you want sharpened. We cannot accept returns on sharpened items.

Small

Size

Men’s Regular Sizes:

Office hours are from 8:30 AM to 8:00 PM Eastern Time Monday through Friday and Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM. If you wish to visit our
showroom, call and verify seasonal hours. CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-883-8838 any weekday when you need information about our products or have
a problem with an order.
We will make every effort to ship your order promptly (best available carrier) – usually within a few working days after receipt of your order.
If the merchandise you select is temporarily out of stock due to unusually high demand, we will ship your merchandise as soon as it is received. When
there is more than one item on backorder, we will ship each item as soon as it arrives to get to you as quickly as possible. Air shipments usually go
out the next business day (Monday thru Friday) except during peak seasons. After release of order, customer will be charged for any reroute of shipment or address change. Please check your order upon receipt and allow us to correct any errors. No refunds or exchanges after 30 days. No exceptions. In the event you request parcel post delivery, we cannot trace shipment for 30 days.
Check Or Money Order – you may cancel a backordered item at any time, and your refund should arrive within 30 days. On returned items,
refund is issued within 30 days after merchandise is received by us.
Credit Card – an item will not be charged to your account until it is shipped to you (we do get authorization.) You may cancel a
backordered item at any time. Whenever you return an item for a refund, please allow 30 days for the credit to show on your account. We do not
accept check debit cards.
Alaska / Hawaii / Puerto Rico / Virgin Islands / Guam – you pay actual shipping charge of carrier plus a $25.00 fee for air. Call first to
verify shipping and handling charges.
Outside The U.S. – must be prepaid in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank to cover both merchandise and shipping costs. Please use a U. S. Postal
or a World Dollar Money Order. No bank checks, COD or personal checks will be accepted and if received, order will be returned. Check your local
Customs and Postal Departments for import regulations and any applicable size and weight restrictions. No out-of-stock items will be put on BACKORDER for international orders; please reorder those items at a later date. For fastest possible service call (770) 922-3700 (not a TOLL-FREE
call) and place your order on your credit card, mail or fax yours order to us.
Returns And Exchanges – any returned item accompanied by a receipt will be refunded at the original purchase price of the item/items in the
original payment method. Return your item/items to us using the return label and enclose the completed “return form” (on your original packing
slip). Sharpened and/or engraved items cannot be returned. Customers are responsible for return postage. We are not responsible for mailing center
fees. If order is not received, it is the responsibility of the customer to notify us. No tracer will be placed after 60 days.
Mailing List: We occasionally make our mailing list available to companies that we feel offer products or services of interest to our customers.
If you do not wish to receive such mailings, simply call and let us know. We also use the mailing lists of companies with similar products as ours. If
you wish to continue receiving this catalog call our toll free number and request your name be added to our mailing list. If you do not want
future catalogs, please return the enclosed order form marked “do not send”, or contact the direct Marketing Association at the following address to
indicate that you do not wish to receive unsolicited mailings from any source:
Mail Preference Service • c/o Direct Marketing Association • PO Box 9008 • Farmingdale, NY 11735-9008
Please check your local laws governing these items.

$3.50 Additional for
SIGNATURE REQUIRED

CALL FOR S/H Charges
International Orders are not shipped
until all merchandise is in stock.

AK, HI, VI, GU, PR, Canada & Intl. –

Some Items Not Available By AIR

Overweight/oversize packages will be
shipped USPO and incur an additional
charge (see item). We make every effort
to ship air shipments the following business day. No Saturday delivery.

Frt. On Per Package Basis

TOTAL ORDER

EXTRA to AK, HI, GU, PR Canada
& International, Call For S/H Charges

Delivery Charge & Additional Air

Add your SALES TAX

Total Merchandise Price

Engraving Charges ($5/item)

Personalization – Put your letters in “Size” box. 3 Initials Per Item

Item No.

S/H

Visit Our Website: www.museumreplicas.com

2147 Gees Mill Road, Box 839, Conyers, GA 30012

ORDER INFORMATION: Please Print Clearly

®

A Division Of ATLANTA CUTLERY CORPORATION

Museum Replicas Limited ™

GENERAL INFORMATION

Orders over $100 cannot be shipped via USPS

Expiration Date

Charge Card Number

Checks will be verified (orders will be held for 14 days before shipping
merchandise) • No Debit Cards, Cash, Stamps or COD's.
If your credit card is denied, we will make one attempt to notify you.
Payments not conforming to the above conditions will be regretfully returned.

U. S. Check accepted with
name and address preprinted.

(16 numbers)

Visa

PAYMENT METHOD:
Master Card

State

City

Address

Name

SHIP TO DIFFERENT ADDRESS:

Your Email Address

(In case we have a question about your order. Will Not Be Given Out)

YOUR DAYTIME PHONE

Please make address corrections in the space above. In some cases merchandise is out of
stock, but expected shortly (usually within 30 days). Backorders are authorized, but not
charged to your credit card until shipped. Backorders are filled in the order placed.

ORDERED BY: (if this is not you please cross out name):

MRL#155 Order Anytime: www.MuseumReplicas.com

